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CHAPTER ONE 



INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Outline 

The aim of this dissertation is an attempt to formulate a descriptive 

study of the speech sounds in the Andamanese language. The Andamanese 

group of languages are presently nearly on the verge of extinction, m 

particular, due to the rapidly decreasing population as well as due to 

language shift and contact with other languages. In recent years for 

example, it has been seen that a large number of Andamanese speakers, 

especially the young, prefer to speak a Port- Blair dialect of Hindi rather 

than Andamanese. Even the older generations, who still largely do speak 

Andamanese, are today incorporating the vocabulary of Hindi and even to 

some extent, Bangia into their verbal repertoire. Language is a system of 

communication that binds people together through centuries of experience; 

a loss of language at its basic structural level therefore entails a loss in 

specialised knowledge of language that only a native speaker possesses. 

Further, it has been reported that there are about 6000 languages spoken in 

the world today, and over half of them will not be spoken by the end of the 

next century. This fact alone underscores the urgent and important need for 

description of languages, before they are no more and become extinct. This 

study will thus aim at a study of the speech sounds of the Great 

Andamenese language, which will be useful for further linguistic research. 
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1.2 Land and People 

1.2.1 Geographical Location 

The Andaman and Nicobar islands form a part of the Indian sub

continent and consist of a chain of approximately 223 islands, located in 

the Bay of Bengal at the south-east of the Indian sub-continent- between 

10° 13·- 10° 30'N latitudes and 90° 15'E- 93° lO'E longitudes. These islands 

are the homeland of one of the most primitive communities in the world, a 

community that has till recently managed to retain most of its ancient and 

primitive customs, far removed not only from those of mainland India, but 

even from the capital Port Blair. The chain of islands that make up a total 

length of 353 kms. are separated from each other by innumerable narrow 

passages, which look like a "closely knitted elongated stretch of 

land. "(Dutta, 1978, p. 7) The average breadth of the islands is 24 kms., with 

an estimated total land area of 6340 kms. Of this, approximately 2415 sq. 

kms. are covered by dense tropical growth of evergreen and deciduous 

trees. 

The Andaman Islands are divided into two main groups of islands, 

Great Andaman and Little Andaman. Great Andaman is further sub

divided into three separate groups- North An dam an, Middle Andaman and 

South Andaman, together making up a length of about 258 kms. The 

maximum length and breadth of Little Andaman , is 42 kms and 26 kms 

respectively. The entire land surface of the Andamans is hilly, enclosing 
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narrow valleys; there are no rivers as such, and during the monsoon period, 

the islands are drained by non-perennial showers.(Ibid., p.8) The capital, 

Port Blair is situated at a distance of 1255 kms from Calcutta and 1135 kms 

from Chennai and it is only in recent times that some influence of this 

mainland is beginning to become visible in some of the tribes. (See map on 

pp. 2) 

1.2.2 Andamanese People 

The population of the Andaman and Nicobar islands can be divided 

into two groups. While the people inhabiting the Andaman group are called 

'Negrito', those of the Nicobar group are known as 'Mongoloids'. It is this 

latter group that has somewhat accepted the fact that change is integral to 

the cultivation of the life process, and this is generally cited as the reason 

for their prosperity and the multiplication of their population.(Chakraborty, 

1990, p.i) On the other hand, the Negri to population of the Andaman has 

been further sub-divided into two groups - those of the Great Andaman 

and those of the Little Andaman. The Little Andaman group comprised of 

the Onge, J arawa and Sentinel tribes while the Great Andaman group was 

made up often tribes i.e. Cari, Kora, Bo, Jeru, Kede, Kol, Juwai, 

Puchikwar, Boli and Bea. Today, however the population of the island has 

depleted so much that there is not a single surviving member left of 8-9 of 

these tribes, and the few remaining people claim to be members of the J eru 

tribe. From a population of 625 ( 1901 census), the last century has seen 
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this indigenous tribal population come down to a mere 32,(in 1993, when 

the data was recorded) with very severe prospects of extinction. 

Anthropologists today, especially after seeing the severity of the 

population situation have started undertaking a number of studies on these 

tribes- in particular, they are attempting at a documentation of their 

language, culture, traditions, folklore etc. In these studies, a history of these 

islands also occupies an important place. The first mention of the existence 

of these groups of islands can be found in the znd century, in Ptolemy's 

Annotated Atlas of the World. He referred to these islands as 'Buzacata'. 

Subsequently, these islands are referred to by Itsing, a Chinese Buddhist 

monk of the ih century, as 'Andaban', and also in the writings of Marco

Polo, Frair Odric, Nicolo Conti and others. However, As Dilip Chakraborty 

notes, the first historical account covering these islands occurs in the travel 

and adventure narratives of two Muhammadan wanderers of the ninth 

century, in their journeys across India and China.(Chakraborty, 1990_, p.2) 

They referred to these islands as "being inhabited by Negritos"(Mouat, in 

Chakraborty, Ibid.,)Etymologically, the name Andaman has been said to 

have been derived from 'Hanuman'. The Malays referred to the 

Andamanese as 'Handuman' or 'monkey-people'-a corrupted version of the 

original 'Hanuman'; Marco-Polo called them 'Angamanain- probably an 

oblique Arabic dual word indicating the two Andamans. The Chinese and 

Japanese have known them since the first millennium A.D, and called it 
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Yang- to Mang and Andaban respectively. All these references however 

are mostly conjectural and the present form that is Andaman has probably 

emerged out of a combination of all these names (Manoharan, 1989, pp.2-

3). The first authentic record of the history of the Andaman islanders is 

only available after the British came into contact with them in 1788. Other 

than these foreign documentations, the Andaman and Nicobar Islands have 

also found mention in the works of Krishnaswamy Iyengar. He stated that 

king Rajendra Chola II, one of the great kings of South India also visited 

the Nicobar islands during his expedition in the 11th century AD; as does 

the Tamil epic poem Manimekalai (2"d century B. C)- albeit indirectly. 

These various documents all go on to prove the fact that these islands have 

been existing and have been inhabited since a very long time. 

It is only however from the late 18th century onwards that these 

islands began to take on an interest for the then rulers of India, the East 

India Company. It was in 1789 that Lord Cornwallis ordered for a penal 

settlement to be set up in these islands, and the entry of Lieutanant 

Archibald Blair with his establishment thus signalled the beginning of the 

entry of non-natives into the islands. The islanders, who had always been 

wary of outsiders, did not accept the move warmly. The hostility continued 

for years, until the Britishers, owing to the high death rate, fmally 

abandoned the settlement in 1794. Following the Sepoy Mutiny of 1857, 

the penal community was once more established on the islands; this time 
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however, the native tribes did not hide their hostility, and organised a well

planned attack on the settlement. But the manner of retaliation led to one of 

the worst cases of colonial genocide. Subsequent spreading of diseases like 

bronchitis, syphilis, measles etc. due to increasing contacts between natives 

and non-natives reduced the latter's resistance powers and caused large -

scale deaths. Other reasons for population decline included the 

consumption of opium, again an outside influence, which contributed to 

lower birth rates and the indiscriminate clearing of forests, making the 

tribals easy prey to illnesses like malaria (Chakraborty, Ibid., p.l 0). These 

were the major factors responsible for the sharp decline in the population 

of these islands from a figure of 3000-3_500 in the mid - nineteenth century 

to a mere 625 at the tum of the 20th century. Since then, the population 

decline has continued as a multiplier effect. Many young men of 

reproductive age had lost their lives during various battles with colonisers. 

The Japanese massacre of the Andamanese during the Second W odd War 

also contributed to this steady and continual decline of the indigenous 

population. 

V. Gyansundaram and K. S. Rajyashree have, in their study, titled 

'Language Loss/Maintenance: A Case Study of Andamanese' attempted to 

portray this disturbing trend of population loss during the course of the 20th 

century:( V. Gyansundaram and K. S. Rajyashree, 2000,p.74) 
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Year 1901 1911 1921 1931 1951 1961 1971 1975 1988 1998 

Population 625 453 209 90 23 19 24 23 28 36 

The sharp decline evident in the first half of the century corroborates the 

above facts. It is inde.ed a great tragedy that is man-made rather than 

natural means that are largely responsible for the perilous state that these 

tribes today find themselves in. 

1.3 Andamanese Language 

A question that has kd to tremendous debate among linguists, 

anthropologists and researchers is whether the Andamanese language can 

be classified as an independent language family. The language is classified 

in the census as "an unclassified language" spoken by "a few remaining 

individuals of the tribe of the same name"(Nigam, 1972, in Manoharan, 

1989,p.l73). This is more or less a repetition of Radcliff-Brown's claim 

that "the Andamanese languages constitute a separate family having no 

other apparent affinity with any other family of language"(Radcliff-Brown, 

1964, p.495). Further, he also pointed out that within this family, all the 

languages are closely related to each other, and have the same grammatical 

and root structure (Chakraborty, op cit. p.8). Recent studies have 

corroborated this point further, with the grouping of the various language 

communities of India into five convenient language families viz: 

Andamanese, Astro-. Asiatic, Dravidian, Indo-Aryan and Tibeto-Burman. 
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Manoharan has grouped the Andamanese family of language into two main 

groups, each with its own sub-division, as seen in the tree diagram on the 

following page (Manoharan, 1989, p.l73). 

Traditionally, each tribe has had its own distinct language and 

questions of identity even today continue to be closely linked to language 

use, as boundaries for each tribe are very clearly defined. It is impossible 

for any individual from one tribe to visit an area belonging to another tribe, 

without taking prior permission. Each language, similarly, has its own 

distinctive and clearly defined features - at times we even see the existence 

of a number of different dialects within a particular tribe (Ibid., p.5). 

Radcliff- Brown's seminal study gives the example of one such tribe: 

In the Aka-Bala tribes there were two dialects, one in the 
southern half of the Archipelago, which was allied to Aka
Bea, and the other in the northern half, showing affinities 
with Aka-Puchikwar. Even in a small tribe as the Aka-Cari, 
it would seem that there were differences of dialect. Thus, 
even from the point of view of language, the tribes were not 
entirely homogeneous.(Radcliff-Brown, in Manoharan, 
1989, p.5) 

Tribal identity and languages should not therefore be seen as similar 

or homogeneous. At one level, we see certain tribes, whose members were 

'bilingual or even tri- lingual (when they would be able to speak the 

language of adjoining tribes as well), while at the other end of spectrum, 

many tribes living in distant areas or at a great distance from each other, 

did not even kn_ow of the existence of many of the others, let alone have an 
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awareness regarding their language. Such complexities all combine 

together to provide for a fascinating and intriguing socio-linguistic study of 

the area. 

1.4 Existing Research 

Most studies that have been undertaken on the Great Andamanese 

are anthropological documents. The earliest works date from the mid 

1860's, with works such as Adventures and Researches among the 

Andaman Islands (1836) by F. 1. Mouat, Manual of Andamanese Language 

(1887) and History of our Relations with Andamanese (1889) by M. V. 

Portman, Aboriginal Inhabitants of Andaman Islands (1932) by E. H. Man 

and of course A. R. Radcliffe Brown's seminal anthropological work, 

Andaman Islanders (1922). Most of these works are on the society and 

culture of Andamanese, although Brown's work . IS considered 

indispensable for the purpose of any anthropological work on the region. In 

more recent times, Pratap C. Dutta's volume, The Great Andamanese: Past 

and Present (1978) offers a reconstructing of the cultural history of the 

islands, on the basis of material exhumed from the area. 

F.J. Mouat's work not only offers a general description of the 

various islands and descriptions of encounters with tribals, but also deals 

with some of their characteristics, habitats and language, which he says 

"was barely sufficient for the expression of their few simple 

wants"(Chakraborty, op cit p.5). His work was followed by E.H.Man, who 
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made a special study of the language of the Beas and also compiled an 

extensive vocabulary of this language. M. V. Portman's Manual focuses on 

the various Andamanese dialects as spoken by each individual tribe. It 

begins with an introduction on the grammar of the region, starting with the 

basic alphabet and its pronunciation, and continuing with the idea of word 

formation, parts of speech and syntax. The grammar is a functional one, its 

main purpose being to serve for conversation as required by Government 

officials. Portman then goes on to compose an English-Andamanese 

dictionary, a comprehensive account of words as spoken by members of 

the various Great Andamanese tribes. The second and third part of the 

manual constructs a number of sentences regarding the weather, coastal 

and jungle life, food and drink, diseases and relationship; and finally 

concludes with a list of articles relating to food, essential items and names 

of trees in the area. 

However S. Manohar'Pl's Study of Andamanese Language, based on 

his fieldwork in 1976-77 is supposed to be the first proper linguistic study 

of the language. Till date, this study remains the most exhaustive study of 

the language, which serves as the benchmark for all succeeding research. 

He has divided his studies into two parts. The first part is a descriptive 

study while the second deals with a comparative and typological study of 

this language. In his study, Manoharan has set up 31 phonemes of which 

28 are segmental phonemes. Out oLthese 28 segmental phonemes, 21 are 
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consonantal phonemes and 7 are vowel phonemes. He has worked out the 

phonemes by comparing minimal and sub-minimal pairs by using the 

distribution method. 

S. Manorahan gives the following phonemic chart (Manoharan,ap cit p.ll). 

Vowels: 

Front Central Bacl< 

High u 

High-mid e 0 

Mean-mid £ ~ 

Low a 

Consonants: 

Bilabial Alveo Alveolar Retroflex Palatal Velar Port Velar 

Dental 

VL p t t c k 

Stop VD b d d J 

Asp th 

Slit ~ X 

Fricative s 

Gt·oove 

Nasal m n fi 11 

Lateral 

Flap 

Trill r 

Semi Vowel w r 

However, it will also be worth mentioning the different phonemic systems 

evolved by various authors in their earlier works like Portman ( 1898), 
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Brown (1948) and Basu (1952). Manoharan's study too is not a very 

detailed study. None of the authors have done a detailed phonetic 

description. Moreover, most of these scholars were anthropologists and 

they did not possess enough phonetic understanding of the language. 

1.4 Aims and Objectives of the Study 

Based on past research, it can, therefore, be said that descriptions of the 

Andamanese language as available today are preliminary, highly 

inadequate, unexhaustive and superficial. However, they can serve as the 

reference material for a more exhaustive description of the phonetic and 

phonological study of Andamanese. For this purpose more data and more 

sophisticated tools and techniques need to be employed, especially for the 

vowels. The scope of the present research will be an attempt to provide a 

description of phonetic and phonological patterns of the language. Further, 

this study will constitute the first step towards a more serious and in-depth 

study of the language. This work would serve as a valuable base from 

which further research on various aspects of the language can be 

undertaken. 

However, it has to be remembered that M. Phil being a time-bound 

study, it will not be possible in this case to undertake a very detailed 

research on the speech sounds of Andamanese. For present purposes 

therefore, I will be concentrating on the phonetic and phonological aspects 

of speech sounds in the language. 
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CHAPTER TWO 



METHODOLOGY 

2.1 Introduction and Background: 

Methodology is the most important tool in any kind of research 

activity, whether subjective or data based. The term 'research' has been given 

a number of definitions by various academicians but the Oxford Advanced 

Learner's Dictionary of Current English probably offers the most succinct, 

generic description of the term, as 

... a careful investigation or inquiry, especially through search 

for new facts in any branch ofknowledge(p. 1069). 

This continual search for the unknown, which governs research, is regarded by 

many as a "voyage of discovery"(Kothari, 1995, p.l). In academics however, 

research takes on a technical meaning in some subjects, where it comprises of 

various steps - of formulating a hypothesis, collecting, organising and 

evaluating data, analysing it in order to arrive at a conclusion and fmally 

carefully testing the conclusions to see if they fit the formulating hypothesis. 

These various steps can be depicted through the following flow chart (Ibid., 

p.l4) given on the next page. 

Research can be grouped into four kinds of study - exploratory or 

formulative, descriptive, diagnostic and hypothesis testing. Explorative 
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research is undertaken in order to gain new insights into an already existing 

phenomenon, descriptive research atms to accurately portray the 

characteristics of individual situations or groups, diagnostic research 

determines frequency of occurrence of an object or its association with 

another object, while hypothesis research aims to test hypotheses of causal 

relationships between variables. The present work of research, which is 

mainly data-based is more of the second type, aiming as it does at a 

classification and description of linguistic speech sounds m Andamanese. 

However, it is also diagnostic to a certain extent, as the analysis also focuses 

on the occurrence of certain sounds in various positions in the language. 

Throughout the ages, as stated in the beginning, methodology has been 

a topic of serious debate amongst academicians. In linguistics and language 

studies, three clear phases may be distinguished: (i) pre-structuralist or 

traditional referring to the period before Saussure (ii) the structuralist trend 

emerging from the late nineteenth and early twentieth century onwards and 

(iii) the cognitive or post-structuralist phase, which became prevalent from the 

mid 1950's, especially with Noam Chomsky's ideas of transformational 

generative grammar. 
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For the traditionalists, language as a discipline was inferior to the twin 

topics of logic and philosophy. Focusing on the written, rather than the spoken 

form of writing, linguistic description lacked scientificity, objectivity and 

precision. During the nineteenth century, the study of language came to be 

known as "philology" and was mainly a comparative exercise, i.e. "the 

analysis of similarities and differences within a family of related languages" 

(Abrams, 1993, p.l03). At the same time, language was also studied as a 

chronological history - analysis of the evolution of language families and 

changes within particular languages over a period of time - this is known as 

the diachronic method of language study. These methods initiated the frrst 

steps towards a more scientific study of language. By the end of the nineteenth 

and the beginning of the twentieth century however, another new trend was 

beginning to emerge, with concentration on the systematic interrelations 

between the components of a single language at a particular time, rather than 

over a period of time. This synchronic study gained its major impetus from the 

structuralist system of the study of language. 

The emergence of structuralism m the late nineteenth and early 

twentieth century, in particular through the contributions of Ferdinand de 

Saussure, therefore, marked a tremendous advancement in the scientific study 

of language. For the structuralists, any kind of linguistic analysis is conducted 
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as empirical studies based on data, leaving little room for selectivity. It is 

therefore a data based objective, inductive and empirical study of language 

(Kovacs, 1981, p.211) and grammar is here derived from a process of 

inductive generalisation. The aim of such an approach is to provide a 

framework for the acquisition of reliable knowledge about language, rather 

than a systemisation or explanation of things that are already known or are 

assumed to be known (Garvin, 1972, p.7). Further, structuralists feel that any 

kind of language and data analysis had to begin from the sound system of the 

language, which allows scientific statements to be made. They construct 

models in order to learn about various objects. Models may be defined as 

constructed representation of concepts to describe and explain their structure 

and for function. They are of three types: 

a) models which have the objective of undertaking studies of the concrete 

process and phenomena in languages. This kind of study was first 
• 

attempted by the Prague structuralists. 

b) research models, first made by the American descriptivists, which aim to 

lead linguists to the discovery of research phenomena. 
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c) models, the object of which are linguistic descriptions rather than 

processes and phenomena in languages or research procedures (Apresjan, 

1973, p.ll2). 

The second type of model, i.e. research models can be further sub

divided into three groups based on the nature of the primary material: 

(a) whether it is only text i.e. all the facts about the language are drawn from 

the text. These are known as classical decipherment models. 

(b) whether it is a mixture of text as well as grammatical sentences. In this 

case, the linguist takes the help of an informants to decides whether . the 

sentences are grammatical or not. 

(c) whether it is not only the above two but in addition contains semantic 

invariants, i.e. in addition to the above, the informant in this case also 

determines whether any two sentences have the same meaning (ibid., p. 

112). 

Against the background of the structuralists emphasis on form and surface 

structure a new revolution came into action in the field of linguistic theory i.e. 

Chomskyan Linguistics. Chomsky succeeded in replacing many of the 

assumptions that were popular in structuralism. According to him, the 
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structuralists merely described, but did not explain linguistic facts. His 

contribution to linguistics is thus two fold. First, he questioned the goal 

towards which structuralist linguistic theory was oriented, and redefined the 

aims and function of grammar and secondly, he defined the form that this new 

grammar ought to take. Chomsky formalised the properties of his alternative 

system of grammatical description - transformational - generative grammar -

with mathematical rigour and precision (Ballen, 1971, pp.392-393). The entire 

concept of grammar was redefined and new currents of thought were 

generated. Earlier structuralist theories, as discussed above, aimed to 

'discover' or extract a grammar from the data collected from informants, and 

the ultimate goal of linguistics was to find rules to make up a perfect, 

objective language. Chomsky rejected these notions outright. For him, the 

grammar of a particular language is, in effect, a hypothesis on the principles of 

sentence formation in that language and represent a factual claim concerning 

the rules underlining the data that has been collected. Truth or falsity of the 

hypothesis is decided according to how well the grammar succeeds in 

organising data, how satisfactory an explanation it provides for the empirical 

observation, how far reaching the generalisations are and how successfully it 

can accommodate new data (Ibid.). In all, Chomsky therefore replaced 



'discovery' with 'evaluation' and 'inductive' with 'deductive' emphasising all 

the while on ideas of rationality. 

This present research work on the speech sounds of Andamanese 

language however is primarily a descriptive data- based study. 

2.2 Aims and objectives of the present study 

As already discussed in the preceding chapter, this present study aims 

to provide a descriptive study of the speech sounds in Andamanese, which 

would serve as a valuable base from which further detailed research on the 

language can be undertaken. Moreover, as this particular language is currently 

on the verge of extinction, it becomes all the more imperative that a detailed 

linguistic study is undertaken as soon as possible, before it is too late and 

Andamenese language is totally lost to us. 

2.3 Delimiting the scope of research 

Detailed research on all aspects of any particular language would 

naturally be a time-taking process, and Andamanese is no exception. Rather, 

in the case of Andamanese, the problems encountered in attempting such 

study become immense mainly due to three reasons. Firstly, undertaking 

fieldwork is a problem, as it requires government clearance to go to the field 
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and collect data. It also involves a lot of expenditure, which is difficult to 

arrange for, unless some kind of financial assistance is provided. Secondly, 

Andamanese being a language with few remaining native speakers, and with 

most of the younger generation preferring to speak dialects of Hindi, it is 

difficult to get data from a wide range of informants. And lastly, since not 

much work has been done on the language, there is little background material 

that one can rely on. A detailed study of this language will not only involve 

large amount of data collection but also an analysis of language at all levels 

i.e. phonetic, phonological, morphological and semantic. MPhil being a time

bound research programme of approximately a year, it is naturally not possible 

to do an advanced study on all these aspects. For the purpose of the present 

study, I have therefore limited the scope to a phonetic as well as bit of 

phonological analysis of the language. 

2.4 Methodology of the present study 

This present study has been conducted in two steps. The first step 

involves the elicitation of data and the second step involves an analysis of 

collected data. Data elicitation further has two parts: 

(a) preparation and collection 

(b) transcription 
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Preparation and collection: Data is primarily of two types - primary and 

secondary. Primary data are those collected from the source/speaker for the 

first time by the researcher and are thus original in character. Secondary data, 

on the other hand, refers to data already collected and/or reported in literature 

therefore having already been processed. Time paucity and financial 

constraints were major factors due to which no personal fieldwork of the 

region could be undertaken. The data used is therefore primarily secondary, 

derived out of four sources: 

( l) four cassettes containing approximately 500 words, recorded from the 

archives of Central Institute of Indian Languages (C.I.I.L.), Mysore. This 

data had been collected in 1993 by (C.I.I.L.), in order to prepare an 

Andamanese primer and for this present study, the data was recorded by 

qualified technicians in the sound - proof lab in the Institute. Five 

informants provided the necessary data - Noh Senior (Chacha) (male), 

Noh Junior (male), Jo (boy), Tong (girl), Likhu (male). 

(2) data collected by my supervisor, Prof. Vaishna Narang during her field 

trip to the Andaman and Nicobar Islands during 1996-97. 

(3) two primers and a glossary of Hindi-Andamanese words, with their 

meaning and phonetic pronunciation published by C.I.I.L., Mysore. 

( 4) a basic word list already available from S. Manoharan' s seminal study of 

the Andamanese language (Manoharan, 1989, pp.109-137). 
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Transcription: The second step in data elicitation is transcription. 

Transcription is a method of writing down speech sounds in a systematic and 

consistent manner, and this is also known as 'notation' or 'script' (Crystal, 

1980, p.361 ). Transcription aims to record as accurately as possible all the 

utterances that the writer can perceive and identify in a stream of speech. Two 

main types of transcription are recognised- phonetic (broad) and phonemic 

(narrow). In the former, sounds are symbolised on the basis of their 

articulatory or auditory identity, while in the latter, the only units symbolised 

are those with a linguistic function, i.e. the phonemes. Transcription can never 

be perfect, however, experienced and highly trained linguistics can 

approximate gross phonetic facts at a more detailed level. Further, no two 

listeners, regardless of their competence, will ever transcribe all utterances 

exactly the same. 

Keeping in mind these limitations, the collected data was transcribed by 

myself, and the entire list of words was then checked and rechecked thrice by 

a group of friends. At times, two of us would transcribe the same word 

simultaneously, thereby reducing the scope of error. For the transcription, I 

have used the International Phonetic Alphabet (IP A) symbols, an accepted 

ideal standard for transcription. Further, I have undertaken both narrow 

phonemic transcription as well as broad phonetic transcription. 

The second step in the procedure is the analysis of data; which is 

undertaken after the entire process of transcription is over. As far as the 
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present study is concerned, the raw data was first categorised on the basis of 

initial sounds - for example - all words starting with /p/ were grouped into 

one. Then the minimal and sub-minimal pairs were extracted, and on the basis 

of that phonemic chart of vowels and consonants were made, and the data was 

classified in order that it could be analysed at a phonetic and phonological 

level. Each phoneme was classified on the basis of its occurrence in different 

positions, i.e. initial, medial, and final. 

2.5 Chapterisation 

The dissertation is divided into four chapters. The first chapter deals 

with history of the people and their language, existing research, aims and 

objectives and attempts to set out the guidelines and framework within which 

the study will be conducted. The second chapter undertakes a detailed 

description of methodology used in the research process. The third chapter 

deals with the analysis of speech sounds i.e. segmental phonemes, minimal 

and sub-minimal pairs, diphthongs, nasalisation, consonant sequence, syllabic 

sequence. The last chapter is a brief summary and conclusion, which will 

bring together all the data and analysis into some form of concrete logical 

conclusion. 
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CHAPTER THREE 



Analysis and Description of speech sounds 

A detailed analysis and description of speech sounds in Andamanese is being 

dealt in this chapter. The phonemic distribution and phonetic features of each 

one of the phonemes are given together. The first section deals with the 

consonants in which each one of the consonant is described primarily on the 

basis of articulatory terms. The second section deals with the vowel phonemes 

in similar format. 

3.1 Segmental Phonemes: 

The phonemic system of Andamanese is made up of thirty-two segmental 

phonemes of which twenty-four are consonants and eight are vowels. The 

inventory of segmental phoneme is as follows. 

3.2 Consonants 

As stated earlier twenty-four consonants can be recognised in this language. 

The consonants are classified on the basis of manner and point of articulation 

as given in the following IP A chart of consonant phoneme. (given in the 

following page). The vertical columns show the place of articulation and 

horizontal rows, the manner of articulation. The consonants require a certain 

degree of constriction in the vocal tract - either total occlusion or a narrowing. 

It is these different degrees of closure, which are known as manner of 

articulation. 
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Phonemic Chart: Consonants 

Place of Articulation 

Manner of Bilabial Alveo Alveolar Retroflex Palatal Velar Post Velar 
Articulation Dental .. VI Vd VI Vd VI V.d VI Vd VI Vd VI Vd VI Vd 

s Plosive p b t d t Q k g 
T Unasp 
0 asp ph th th kh 
p 

Affricates . c J 

Nasals m n Jl IJ 

Trill r 

Fricative s s h 

Lateral l 

Approximants w y 
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3.2.1 Description and distribution of distinctive consonant 
phonemes 

Stops: 

It is a term used in the phonetic classification of speech sounds on the basis of 

their manner of articulation. Stop is produced with total occlusion in the oral 

cavity and with the velum raised so that no air escapes through the nasal 

passage. Because of these two closures the eggressive air stream is 

momentarily completely dammed up, and unable to get through the vocal tract 

at all. The air is therefore, compressed behind the point of articulation, and 

will escape with a small explosion when the active articulator is removed from 

the contact with passive one. There are twelve stop consonant phonemes in 

this language. They are represented by /p/, /b/, /ph/, It/, ldl, /th/, /tf, ldj, th/, 

lkl, /gl and /kh/. A brief articulatory description of each one of them on the 

basis of place and manner criteria is given below. 

/p/ is a voiceless unaspirated bilabial stop. In articulating the Andamanese /p/ 

the air passage is completely blocked by closing the lip and raising the soft 

palate; the air is compressed by pressure from the lungs, and when the lips are 

opened the air suddenly escapes from the mouth, and in doing so makes a 

popping sound the vocal cords do not vibrate as a result voiceless sound is 
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produced. Regarding its distributions, it occurs in all the positions, viz. initial, 

medial and final 

Initial Medial Final 

/p 'J:r/ 'bamboo' /o:pr'J/ 'window' /dup/ ]ingam tree' 

/pi:r/ 'a cane' /grgkgraptoe/ 'waist bone' /bi:p/ 'dust' 

Allophonic Variants: /p/ has two allophones (p), and (p'). 

(p) voiceless unaspirated bilabial stop occurs in all the positions as discussed 

above. 

(p') voiceless unaspirated unreleased bilabial stop, sometimes occurs in the 

syllabic fmal position. 

/su:p'/ 'basket', /kgllatop'/ 'snail' /ke:p'/ 'spring' 

/b/ is a voiced unaspirated bilabial stop. The Andamenese /b/ is produced 

exactly like /p/ described above, except that the force of exhalation is weaker 

and the vocal cords vibrate producing a voiced sound. Regarding its 

distributions, it occurs only in two positions, viz. initial and medial. It has no 

allophonic variation. 
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Initial Medial 

/boll 'leaves' /Jubu/ 'fly' 

!be: mol 'butterfly' !kJwbu/ 'umbrella' 

/p 11
/ is a voiceless aspirated bilabial stop. This sound is produced in the same 

way as that of /p/except for the fact that sound is aspirated one. It gives a 

strong puff of air exhaled simultaneously with the release of the air stream 

stopped in the oral chamber. Regarding its distributions; it occurs only in two 

positions, viz, initial and medial. It has no allophonic variation. 

Initial Medial 

/pha:l/ 'wave' ltEp11e/ 'octopus' 

/phatkal 'crow' /ta:pho/ 'type of tree' 

It! is a voiceless unaspirated alveo-dental stop. It is articulated when the air 

passage is completely blocked by raising the soft palate and raising the tip of 

the tongue to touch the teeth-ridge, the air is compressed by pressure from the 

lungs, and when the tongue is removed from the teeth-ridge, the air suddenly 

escapes through the mouth, and in doing so makes a plosive sound. The vocal 

cords do not vibrate, as a result voiceless sound is produced. Regarding its 

distributions, it occurs in all the positions, viz, initial, medial and final. 
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Initial Medial Final 

lterembtf 'stick' lmJtkab::>l 'skin' ltiji:t/ 'horizon 

ltutumJll 'fan' lmettaymull 'milk' /ko:t/ 'laugh' 

Allophonic Variants: 

It/ has to allophones (t) and (t1
). 

(e) voiceless unaspirated unreleased alveo-dental, sometimes occurs in the 

syllabic final position. 

lerba:t'l 'extinguish frre' ltirpile:EJt'l 'all teeth' 'tree 

leaves' 

(t) voiceless unaspirated alveo-dental stop occurs elsewhere. 

ldl is a voiceless unaspirated alveo-dental stop. It is articulated in the same 

manner as that of It/ except that the force of exhalation is weaker and the vocal 

cords are made to vibrate so that voice is heard. Regarding its distributions, it 

occurs only in two positions i.e. initial and medial. It has no allophonic 

variation. 
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Initial Medial 

/du/ 'that distant' /phu:dotaiJ/ 'palm tree' 

/di/ 'this' !hutkhdoe/ 'globe' 

/th/ is a voiceless aspirated alveo-dental stop. It is articulated in the same way 

as that of It/ except for the fact that the sound is aspirated one. Regarding its 

distributions, it occurs only in the two positions, viz. initial and medial. It has 

no allophonic variation. 

Initial Medial 

/thoru:be/ 'frog' /jetho/ 'a sea snake' 

/thi: beV 'broom' /m:lcotharo/ 'cock' 

It! is a voiceless unaspirated retroflex stop. It is produced when the tip of the 

tongue is curled back in the direction of the front part of the hard palate. Vocal 

cords are held wide apart, as ·a result a voiceless sound is produced. Regarding 

its distributions it occurs in all the positions, viz. initial medial and final. 
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Initial Medial Final 

lt~mq_e/ 'rat' /ca:yt Jlo/ 'flower' /a:tf 'fire' 

/t£le/ 'elephant' /tantJ/ 'necklace' /perE:tf 'an ant' 

Allophonic variants: 

It! hs two allophones (t) and (t'),. 

(t) voiceless unaspirated retroflex stop occurs elsewhere 

(t') voiceless unaspirated unreleased retroflex stop sometimes occurs m 

syllabic final position. 

/era: batt'/ 'tail' 

ldJ is a voiced unaspirated retroflex stop. It is articulated in the same way as 

that of It! except for the fact that vocal cords vibrates and the voiced sound is 

produced. Regarding its distributions, it occurs only in the initial and medial 

positions. It has no allophonic variation. 
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Initial Medial 

IQ.i:ul 'run' lpha:lQ.uol 'big wave' 

IQ.u:ml 'contipede' ltutQ.i:lol 'island' 

It hi is voiceless aspirated retroflex stop. It is produced in the same way as 

that of It! except for the fact that the sound is aspirated one. Regarding its 

distributions, it occurs in all the positions, viz, initial, medial and final. It has 

no allophonic variation. 

Initial Medial Final 

It h£bala/ 'elbow' lth£rcotutthJmol 'cap' ltokomethl 'pillow' 

It himikhu/ 'forest' It hJkotaracet hoi 'root of lteremithl 'light' 
trees' 

lkf is voiceless unaspirated velar stop. During its articulation the air passage is 

completely blocked by raising the back of the tongue to touch the fore part of 

the soft palate, the soft palate being at the same time raised so as to shut off 

the nose passage; the air is compressed by pressure from the lungs and when 

the contact of the tongue with the palate is released by lowering the tongue, 
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the air suddenly escapes through the mouth and in doing so makes a plosive 

sound. The vocal cords do not vibrate; as a result a voiceless sound is 

produced. Regarding its distributions, it occurs in all the positions, viz, initial, 

medial and final. 

Initial Medial Final 

/kJ:b/ ·'eagle' /phikku/ 'a badder fish' /philuk/ 'a tree' 

/ke:r/ 'black ant' /totkJwba: b/ 'field' /mJ:rJkl 'an oyster' 

Allophonic Variants: 

lkl has two allophonic variants (k) and (k') 

(k') Voiceless unaspirated and unreleased post velar stop sometimes occurs in 

the syllabic final position. 

/re:k'/ 'big crab' /luk'/ 'lift' /erte:k'/ ' middle portion of hunting bambo. 

/k/ voiceless unaspirated velar stop occur elsewhere. 

/g/ is a voiced unaspirated velar stop. It is formed exactly like that of /k/ 

except that the force of exhalation is weaker and the vocal cords are made to 

vibrate so that voiced sound is produced. Regarding its distribution it occurs 

only in the medial position. It has no allophonic variants. 
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Medial 

/uetagugum/ 'flying something' 

/ot:mgeralottJm/ 'uprooting trees'.· 

/k11
/ is a voiceless aspirated velar stop. It is articulated in the same way as that 

of /k/ except for the fact that the sound is an aspirated one. Regarding its 

distributions, it occurs only in two positions i.e. initial and medial. It has no 

allophonic variation. 

Initial Medial 

/khi:nJ/ 'grass' /takhototJml 'branch' 

/kheiJe/ 'cat' /ercnimik11a/ 'bell' 

Affricates 

A term used in the classification of consonant sounds on the basis of their 

manner of articulation. It refers to a sound, produced when the air -pressure 

behind a complete closure in the vocal tract is gradually released, the initial 

release produces a plosive, but the separations, which follow, is sufficiently 
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slow to produce audible friction, and there is thus a fricative element in the 

sound also. However, the duration of friction is usually not as long as would 

be the case 'for an independent fricative sound. If it is very brief indeed the 

term 'affrication ' is used. There are only two affricate consonant phonemes in 

this language- lcl and ljl. A brief articulatory description of each one of them 

one the basis of place and manner criteria is given below. 

lei is a voiceless unaspirated palatal affricate. In producing this sound, the air

passage is completely blocked by raising the soft palate and by raising the tip 

and blade of the tongue, air is compressed by pressure from the lungs. When 

the tongue is removed from the teeth ridge, the air escapes through the mouth, 

as a result some friction is heard. The vocal cords do not vibrate, as a result 

voiceless sound is produced. Regarding its distributions, it occurs in all the 

positions, viz. initial medial and final. It has no allophonic variants. 

Initial Medial Final 

lcokbi: I 'fms' lurc'JI 'net' !k:Jtphe:cl 'earthen pot' 

lcarrolol 'parrot' luclel 'shirt' It Ewterbecl 'cloud' 
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/j/ is a voiced unaspirated palatal affricate. It is produced exactly as /c/ except 

that the vocal cords are made to vibrate so that 'voice' is produced during the 

articulation of the sound. Regarding its distributions, it occurs only in initial 

and medial positions. It has no allophonic variants. 

Initial Medial 

/julu/ 'clothes' /ijo:kke/ 'eat' 

/ji:rmu/ 'horse' /ejire/ 'bad words'. 

Nasals: 

It is a term used in the phonetic classification of speech sounds on the basis of 

manner of articulation. It is a type of consonant segment, which, like a stop, is 

produced by a structure of complete closure; a nasal, however, unlike a stop, 

has no simultaneous velic closure. The air-stream, therefore, though prevented 

from passing through the mouth, is not dammed up; it is entirely diverted 

through the nose. There are four nasal consonants in this language: /rnl, In/, f.pl 

and /fJ/. A brief articulatory description of each one of them is given below on 

the basis of place and manner criteria. 

/m/ is a voiced bilabial nasal. During the articulation of lrnl, the two lips are 

brought together and the oral passage is blocked completely. The soft palate is 
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lowered to let the compressed air from the lungs pass though the nasal passage 

freely. The tongue is held in the neutral position. When the lips are opened, 

some portion of the compressed air also passes through the mouth, leading to a 

weak plosion. The vocal cords remain vibrating, as result voiced sound is 

produced. Regarding its distributions, it occurs in all the positions, viz., initial, 

medial and final. 

Initial Medial Final 

Imino/ 'potato' /jemo/ 'a shark' /du:m/ 'centipede' 

/m'Jcco/ 'hen' ltoymo/ 'grasshopper' /ta:tom/ 'ground' 

Allophonic Variants: 

/ml has two allophones: (m) and (m') 

(m') a voiced unreleased bilabial nasal, sometimes occur in the fmal syllabic 

position. 

/miyaytutculoj'Jm'/ 'tamarind tree' /ok'J:tham'/ 'sneezes' 

(m) a voiced bilabial nasals occur elsewhere. 

In/ is voiced alveolar nasal consonant. It is formed when the mouth-passage is 

completely blocked by raising the tip of the tongue to touch the teeth-ridge. 
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The soft palate is lowered to that, when air is emitted by pressure form the 

lungs, it passes out through the nose; the vocal cords are made to vibrate to 

that 'voice' is produced. Regarding its distribution it occurs in all the positions, 

viz, initial, medial and fmal. 

Initial Medial Final 

/nyure:/ 'fish' /rE:nmu/ 'iron' /ithu:n/ 'drop' 

/nipho/ 'small mosquito' /rE:nmo/ 'tuberculosis' /caec:Jnl 'hammer'. 

Allophonic variants: 

It has two allophones (n') and (n). 

(n') voiced alveolar unreleased nasal consonant, sometimes occur m the 

syllabic final position. 

/kata:n'/ 'stars' /pgrain'/ 'water 

shower' 

(n) voiced alveolar nasal occur elsewhere. 

zp! is a voiced palatal nasal. This sound is produced by the hard palate and 

front of the tongue. The breath stream is interrupted at some point in the oral 
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cavity while being allowed to enter the nose and create resonance. The soft 

palate is lowered so that the air passes through the nose. The vocal cords are 

made to vibrate; as a result 'voice' is produced. Regarding its distributions, it 

occurs in all the positions, viz, initial, medial and final. It has no allophonic 

variants. 

Initial Medial Final 

(po:co/ 'house' /ibe:l~npe/ 'cut' !J_pl 'tree' 

zpyo:/ 'camp' /ra:tkJb_po/ 'he slipped' /IJu:.fl/ 'dew' 

/IJ/ is a voiced velar nasal. It is produced when the mouth-passage is 

completely blocked by raising the back of the tongue to touch the fore part of 

the soft palate, the soft palate is in its lowered position, so that when the air is 

emitted by pressure from the lungs it passes through the nose: the vocal cords 

are made to vibrate, so as a result 'voice' is produced. Regarding its 

distributions, it occurs in all the positions, viz. initial, medial and fmal. 

Initial Medial Final 

/IJeten/ 'dark' /toiJkhu:/ 'glass' /bu:rul]/ 'hill' 

/IJu:.fl/ 'dew' /ke:IJe/ 'cat house' /ta:rboriiJ/ 'aeroplane' 
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Allophonic variants: 

It has two allophones (IJ') and (IJ) 

(IJ') a voiced velar nasal, sometimes occurs in the syllabic final position 

/tJylocoiJ'/ 'deer' /miet£1]'/ 

'darkness' 

fiJI voiced velar nasal occur elsewhere. 

Liquids: 

It is a term used by the phonetician in the classification of speech 

sounds on the basis of manner of articulation. It is articulated by the tip of the 

tongue touching the teeth-ridge in such a way that though there is a complete 

closure in the middle of the mouth, yet a passage for the air is left on. one or 

both sides of the tongue; the soft palate is in its raised position; the vocal cords 

are made to vibrate so that 'voice' is produced. There are two liquid 

consonants in this language: /11 and /r/ 

Ill is voiced alveolar lateral. It is produce by stricture of complete closure in 

the centre of the vocal tract, so that there is lateral passage of the air-stream, 

round the side or sides of the obstruction. The soft palate is raised to sheet off 
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the nasal passage. The sides of the tongue are lowered so that the air is free to 

escape along the sides of the tongue without any friction. The vocal cords are 

made to vibrate so that 'voice' is produced. Regarding its distributions it occurs 

in all the positions, viz. initial, medial and fmal. 

Initial Medial Final 

/le:le/ 'cradle' /bi:lu/ 'ship' It humeV 'honey 

litk11£mo/ 'water frog' /bolmJ/ 'leech' /ta:l/ 'gold' 

/r/ is voiced alveolar trill. It is produced from a stricture of intermittent 

closure. The tip of the tongue is loosely held near the teeth ridge and set in 

vibration by the action of air stream. The soft palate is raised to close the nasal 

passage. The vocal cords are made to vibrate as a result 'voice' is produced. 

Regarding its distributions it occurs in all the positions, viz., initial, medial 

and final. 

Initial Medial Final 

/r£:p11e/ 'food/rice' /carrolo/ 'parrot' /ke:r/ 'snore' 

/r£:nmu/ 'iron' /tereiJ/' whole' /i:r/ 'wave' 
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Fricative: 

It is a term used in the phonetic classification of consonant sounds on 

the basis of their manner of articulation. It is articulated with a stricture of 

close approximation; that is the two articulators are brought so close to each 

other that the gap between them is very narrow with audible frictions. There 

are three fricative found in this language: /s/, Is/, and /hi 

Is/ is voiceless alveolar fricative. It is articulated by the blade of the tongue 

against the teeth - ridge, the front of the tongue being at the same time 

somewhat raised in the direction of the hard palate. The teeth are close 

together; the sound cannot be pronounced with the mouth wide open. The 

space between the blade of the tongue and the teeth-ridge is extremely narrow. 

The soft palate is in its raised position, and the vocal cords do not vibrate. 

Regarding its distribution, it occurs only in two positions, viz. initial and 

medial. 

Initial Medial 

/su:bi/ 'snake' /J:rsu:bil 'black sea snake' 

/si:ro/ 'ocean' /nuttise/ 'bed sheet' 
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/sf is voiceless palatal fricative. It is articulated by the tip and blade of the 

tongue against the hind part of the teeth-ridge, the whole of the main body of 

the tongue being simultaneously held in a raised position. The teeth are close 

or fairly close together; the sound cannot be properly pronounced with the 

mouth wide open. The space between the blade of the tongue and the teeth 

ridge is narrow, though wider than for /sf. On the other hand the air channel in 

the region of the palate is narrower than in case of Is/. The soft palate is in its 

raised position, and the vocal cords are made to vibrate. Regarding its 

distribution, it occurs in all the position, viz., initial, medial, and final. 

Initial Medial Final 

IS urum/ 'a crab' leerS of 'sneeze' /adiS/ 'god' 

/ S otta:ymuniyo/ 'people' luSuy! 'deep' /adiS/ 'god' 

/h/ is a voiceless post velar fricative. In the articulation of this sound, the 

tongue remains in the neutral or relaxed position leaving the oral cavity wide 

open. In fact the mouth is held in vowel position and the air stream in the 

lungs passes through the wide open glottis and the soft palate is raised to close 

the nasal passage. The vocal cords do not vibrate. Regarding its distribution, it 

occurs only in the initial position. 
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Initial 

/hitkat11a/ 'circle' lhaleteracol/ 'light' 

Semi-Vowels 

They are defmed as independent vowel-glides in which the speech -

organs start by forming a weakly articulated case or fairly close vowel and 

immediately more to another sound of equal or greater prominence; the initial 

vowel position is not held for any appreciable time. It is the rapid gliding 

nature of these sounds, combined with the use of rather weak force of 

exhalation, which renders them consonantal. There are two semi-vowels in 

this language: /w/ and /y/. 

/w/ is a voiced labial semi-vowel. In articulation of /w/ the lips are closely 

rounded; there is considerable raising of the back of the tongue in the direction 

of the soft palate; the soft palate is in its raised position; the vocal cords are 

made to vibrate so that voice is heard. Regarding its distributions, it occurs in 

all the positions; viz. initial, medial and fmal. 
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Initial Medial Final 

/wera: kuiknn/ 'smokes /kolEwbe/ 'laugh' /biyu:w/ 'light' 
cigratte' 

/weta:rkhaidueson/ lkJwbul 'umbrella' /q}lla:w/ 'ghost' 
'listening to radio' 

/y/ is a voiced palatal semi-vowel. In articulation of this sound the speech-

organs start at, or near the position of short' Iii and immediately leave this for 

some other sound of equal or greater prominence. The front part of the tongue 

is raised rather high in the direction of the hard plate, the lips are spread; the 

soft palate is in its raised position; the vocal cords are made to vibrate, so that 

voice is heard. Regarding its distributions, it occurs in all the positions, viz, 

initial, medial and fmal. 

Initial Medial Final 

lyuSu! 'fresh water snake' /ma:ye/ 'father' /birey/ 'a bat' 

/yele/ 'return' /ca:ytJlo/ 'flower' /ullu:y/ 'whistle' 

The Phonetic variation chart and Phonemic Distribution chart of given in the 

following pages respectively. 
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Phonetic Variation Chart: Consonants 

Place of Articulation 

Manner of Bilabial Alveo Alveolar Retroflex Palatal Velar Post 
Articulation Dental Velar 

T 
VI Vd VI Vd VI Vd VI Vd VI Vd VI Vd VI Vd 

s Plosive ppl b ttl d tt
1 ct kk1 g 

T Unasp 

0 ph th th ~ 
p Asp 

Affricates c j 

Nasals mm1 nn1 
Jl IJIJl 

Trill r 

Fricative s s h 

Lateral I 

Approximants w y 
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Phonemes Distribution Chart: Consonants 

Initial Medial Final 

p .J .J .J 
b .J .J X 

ph .J 7 X 

t .J 7 .J 
d .J -.; X 

th .J .J X 

t .J 7 .J 

Q .J 7 X 

th .J .J .J 

k .J .J .J 
g X .J X 

kh .J .J X 

c .J .J .J 
j .J .J X 

s .j .J X 

s .J .J .J 

h .J X X 

m .J 7 ..j 

n .J .J ..; 

Jl .J .J .J 

IJ .J .J ..j 

I .J J .J 
r ..; .J ..; 
w .J 7 ..j 

y .J .J .J 
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3.2.2 Contrast of minimal and sub-minimal pairs 

Voiceless Vs Voiced 

[p/b] 
/p8 :r/ 'bamboo' /pen::t/ 'an ant' 

/b8 :r/ 'wind' /bere:t/ 'a frog' 

[t/d] 

/ti:/ 'place' 

/di/ 'this' 

[ c/j] 
/celmo/ 'a flower' /etbocokke/ 'cut' 
/jelmo/ 'a worm' /etbojokke/ 'sharpen' 

Aspirated Vs Unaspirated 

[p/ph] 
/puro:/ 'a stone' 
/p~ro:/ 'owl' 

[t/th/ 
/erba:tte/ 'put off light' 
/erba:tthe/ 'wing of fish' 

[tit h] 

ltume:U 'bee hive' 

lthume:U 'honey' 

[klkh] 
lki:no/ 'honey' 
lkhi:no/ 'grass' 
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Nasals: 

[m/p] 

[m/IJ] 

[n/p] 

[n/IJ] 

Alveolar 

[r/1] 

snake' 

/rnyo:/ 
/p.yo:/ 

/8:rnl 

/8:rj/ 

/niyo/ 
/p.iyo/ 

/phon/ 

/phoiJ/ 

/b8:r/ 

/b8:ll 

'rock' 
'camp' 

'a tree' 

'jungle plantain tree' 

'jaw' 
'they' 

'a big see crab' 
'cave' 

'wind' 

'tree' 

/niyo:wbe/ 
/I]iyo:be/ 

/bo:r/ 

/bo:l/ 

3.2.3 Consonant Sequence 

'they' 
'you' 

'thorny creeper' 

'sweet water 

Andarnanese language permits only a sequence of two consonants. 
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Distribution of consonant sequence. 

Word initial consonant sequence are not found in this language with 

exception of JlY-· This language is also marked by the absence of word fmal 

consonant sequence. However CC sequence in word medial position is found 

in abundance. 

Possible word - initial consonant sequence 

Cluster Starting with Example Gloss 

JlY- Jlyo: camp 

JlY- /Jlyu:wre/ fish 

Possible word-medial consonant sequences are found in abundance in word-

medial position. The table below gives the list of consonant sequences 

occurring in word-medial position. 

Sequence Starting with Example Gloss 
-pb- t8:pbe bath 

-pt- jire:pto:p ' 
wasp 

-pr- o:pr8 window 

-pi- Ontopb one 

-tb- etbo:cokke sharpen 
-tph- to:tphollo beach 

-tQ.- tutQ.i:lo island 

-tk- etk8wbo bark of tree 

--tk11
- hutkhudoe globe 

-tc- Etcow fruit of tree 
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-tm- Celetm:J bread 

-ta- a bilikhutpio /rayer room/temple 

-tr- etrakho edge of bow 
-tl- IJutli:p skin your 

-tb- k:Jtbe:lo a sea snake 
h -tp- k:Jtphe:c eastern pat 

-tt- k:J:ttotco white ant hive 

-tQ.- a:tQ.o:p fire wood chips 

-tkh- -itkhemo water frog 

-tc- miyaytutculoj:Jmi tamarind tree 

-tm- k:Jtm:Jra:y white art 

-tl- a:tluru fire 

-kb- cokbi: fins 
-kt- Ektertu:t push 

-kt- ektene pull 
h -kk- bilikkh spider 

-kc- ertEkc:J :k:J middle one 

-kn- ekno:tte pero 

-kj1- ekiJe:le puruse 

-kiJ- ekiJ:J:le hoe 

-kr- krink:J:so strait island 

-kl- ikb:tte insert 

-khd- hirkhdoe round 
-ckh U sumulcaytarckho keeping something on top 
-em- krulicmo a thorny crepper 
-cl- Q.i:dettecla:w jungle ghost 

-sQ.- the:sdu my 

-sy- asyu:wbi who 
-mb- emboya marnage 
-mt- c:Jmt:Jm suparee tree 

-mkh- j1:JmkhoJ1 your arbet 
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-nt- caetateitunt:::>pb One packet 

-nth utu:nt\ritalille Swinging her children 

-nt- parointoJl bread 

-ng- ot :::>ngeralott:::>m uprooting trees 

-nd- unetujiro:l shivering 

-nk- ko:nkuro full hand 

-nc- thi:taiJ:::>roituncuimo house lock 

-nm- n~:nmu Iron 

-nr- IJ :Jnr:J :no your ankle 

-IJt- ert8:IJtutke thorn in branch 

-IJt- t:::>:IJtuthijut shade of trees 

-IJk- thoiJkur8 my palm 
h -IJk - toiJkhu glass 

-IJm- eiJm8com scratching 

-IJI- ut8:IJleuramethum putting soil between 
trees 

-IJb- tebolbe run away 

-It- termoltarcitallo Zig-zag line 

-let- pa:letu';Vo big wave 

-1m- ji:lmo land tortoise 
I IJ- teliJe mosquito 

-rp- therpili my tooth 

-rb- h b . t er u:Jum ear rmg 

-rph therpha:ra ! 

parting of hair 

-rt- pirta:reycopoba:b IJ rainbow 

-rt- khidi;rt8IJ' coconut tree 

-rth penothisorthi cot 

-ret thiteretith gap in the wall 

-rk- h k h . t er 8t OJum nose rmg 
-rkh- kheiJefirkhuru big cat 

-rc thercotut t h8mo cap 
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-rJ thejuk11ubec my moustache 

-rs- ~:>:rsu:bi a black sea snake 

-rm- h . t ermme My stomach 

-rn- ka:mJ Type of potato 

-rp.- erflJbo:rJfl humming 

-riJ- eriJo:tra twinklil}g 

-rl- therbt my stick 

-rw- arwa boat 

-wb- nJwba:o water snake 
.h -wp- de:w:pho thick 

-wt- tJwta:mme front portionof hunting 
bamboo 

-wt- de:wte:t short one 

-wei- t8wQe rat 

-we- diyu:WCOJl A shark 

-ws- liyu:wsi surmai fish 
-wm- biyu:wmoy torch 
-wn- JlawnobJ you sit down 

-wr- era:wrJ tail 

-wl- kara:wlu snail 
-yp- keyp red mud used to 

decorate 
-yb- ca:ybe what 

h caba:yphe job -up'-
-ykn- ca:ykhute ' why 
-yc- eycorJ:k ladder 

-yl- tJylaCOJl deer 
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Heterogeneous Consonants Sequence 

Cz----. p b It t d t" t q tn k g It. l 
c J s s h m n J1 IJ r I w y 

c1 ... 
p .y .y .y .y 
b 

_Q'' 
t { .y .y .y ..;_ .y .y y ..j .y .y .y 
<J 
t" 

t .y .y .y .y .y .y .y .y .y 
q 
tn 
k .y y .y .y .y ....; ....; y y y 
g 
k" .y 
c ....; ....; ·....; 
j 
s .y y 
s 
h 
m .y .Y . .y 
n .y ..; ..; ..; ..; ..; ..; ..; 
Jl 
IJ ....; ....; ....; ....; ....; ....; .y 

I v .Y, .Y . v v. v. 
r .y :-/_ v. .. ~_. .Y. .Y. .y .y .y v . ....; .Y. .y v .Y . ....; .y -v ....; 
w v .Y . ....; ....; .y .Y. ....; v ....; ....; v 
_y .y v .y ....; ....; v 
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Geminate Consonants: 

Geminate consonants are nothing but double consonants phonetically. A 

double consonant is one whose duration extends over two syllables 

(Abercombie, 1967, p. 82) i.e., there is always a syllable break between the 

two consonants. 

Geminated consonant Clusters 

-tt- ka:ytt8/ etto :p/ ettay jack fruit tree/ cover/ blood 

-tt- loyetto pumpkin 

-kk- mijo:kke eat 
-cc- m8CCO hen 

-ss- tssu:ye bum 
-nn- mno water 

-mm- purummomyo:/ emmulu big rock I ~gg 
-pp- r~:JlJl8 pebbles 

-pp- ippar8:wlam/ ibe:lippe shower/ cut, saw 

-II- K8llo eagle 

-rr- carrolo .P_arrot 

From the above table we can say that all voiceless unaspirated stops 

found in this language, namely It/, It/, lei and /k/ except /p/ have geminated 

consonant sequence. Secondly nasal consonants found in this ·language i.e. 

lml, In!, /pi and Ill/are geminated one in this language. Thirdly liquid /1/ and 

/rl also occur as geminates in this language. 
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Geminated Consonant Cluster 
Cz ~ p b p" t d t" t ct. tn k g k" c j s s h m n Jl IJ r I w y 

Cr l 
p 
b 
p" 
t ....; 
d 
t" 

t ....j 

q_ 
t 
k ....j 
g 
k 
c ....; 

.i 
s ....j 

s 
h 
m ....j 

n ....j 

p ....j 

IJ ....; 

r ....; 
I 
w 
y 
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3.3 Vowels 

Vowels are sounds articulated without a complete closure in the mouth 

or a degree of narrowing which would produce audible friction; the air escapes 

evenly over the centre of tongue. 

In Andamanese language, eight vowels phonemes have been 

recognised from the data. The vowel phonemic chart is given in the next page 

and each one of them is described on the basis of articulatory terms. 

3.3.1 Descriptions and distribution of each vowel phonemes 

/if: is a short high front unrounded vowel. It is articulated when the 

front part of the tongue is raised in the direction of hard palate, to an almost 

close position. The lips are spread while articulating. It occurs in all the three 

positions. 

Initial Medial Final 

filii 'urine' !iQ.it/'hole' !bei/'bottle' 

/inora/'bucket' /lim/' area stone /li:p\/ 'a tree' 
' 

/e/ is a short mid-front unrounded vowel. This vowel is produced by raising 

the front part of the tongue towards the palate but not as high as /if. The lips 

are spread. Regarding its distribution, it occurs in all the positions, viz., initial, 

medial and final. 
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Phonemic Chart: Vowels 

Part of Tongue__. FRONT CENTRAL BACK 

Height of Tongue~ Unrounded Rounded Unrounded Rounded Unrounded Rounded 

High 1 u 

Lower High 

Higher Mid e 0 

Mean Mid a 

Lower Mid 8 0 

Higher Mid 

Low a 
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Intial Medial Final 

lettayl'blood' ljero/'papaya tree' cayo :ne 'oil' 

letcoll 'gill of the fish lcel/'water falls di:del'noon' 

lgl is a central unrounded vowel.. During the production of this vowel 

the central part of the tongue is raised. The tongue lies in the neutral position. 

The lips stretch a little less than the shape for lei phoneme. Regarding the 

distributions it occurs in only two positions, viz. initial and medial. 

Initial Medial 

lgra/'pig' ltguQ_e/'rat 

lgra:tubulu/ 'Lame' lm8tkgbol 'slan' 

/r,/ is a short unrounded lower mid front vowel. During the production 

of this vowel, the front part of tongue is raised towards the hard palate. 

Regarding the distributions, it occurs in all the positions viz., initial, medial 

and final. 
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Intial Medial Final 

/c,y/ 'vomit' tde/ 'elephant' /ber£1 'parshaw fish' 

/c,tha;r8/ 'male' tdebo/ 'dandush fish /a:l£1 'lightning' 

/a/ is a short unrounded low back vowel. This vowel is produced by 

the central part of the tongue. The tongue remains in the neutral position but 

lowering of the lower jaw makes it an open vowel.. The lips are open and 

spread a little; neither round nor spread totally. Regarding its distributions, it 

occurs in all the positions; viz., initial, medial and fmal. 

Initial Medial Final 

/aro:/ 'pharrow fish' /Caec8n/ 'hammer' Kat a/ 'daughter' 

ara:/£:pha/ 'window' /po:ttale/ 'an arrow' /phatka/ 'crow' 

/8/ is a short rounded lower-mid back vowel. In the production of this 

sound; the back part of the tongue is raised towards the soft palate. The tip of 

the tongue remains unraised and is retracted to a certain degree so as to enable 

the back part of the tongue to rise to the required height. The lips are rounded. 
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Regarding its distributions, it occurs in all the positions, viz, initial, medial 

and final. 

Initial Medial Final 

!J!JI 'axe' lm:Jtk:Jb:JI 'skin' lt 11a:t:JI 'house' 

I:Jtk:Jm:JI 'net' lca:yt:Jlol 'flower' lmi:n:JI 'type of potato 

lol is a short rounded mid back vowel. While producing this sound the 

back portion of the tongue is raised. The lips are protruded and rounded. The 

soft palate is raised and the vocal cords are vibrating. It occurs in all the 

positions, viz., initial, medial and fmal. 

Initial Medial Final 

lotkattal' short' t:Jytccoll_1 'deer' lk:Jllol 'Eagle' 

lottctt:Jya/ 'watch' I cowbal 'asmall fish' t:J:rol 'Sand' 

! 

lui is a short rounded high back vowel. While producing this vowel, 

the back portion of the tongue is raised as high as possible towards the soft 

palate, but the tip of the tongue is not raised. The lips are rounded and 
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protmded. The soft palate is raised and vocal cords are vibrating. Regarding 

its distributions, it occurs in all the positions viz, initial, medial, and final. 

lnitial Medial Final 

/ulluk11u/ 'cobra' li:mulu/ ' 'egg' /julu/ 'dress' 

/uluwc:/ 'fountain' /sulu/ 'type of print /i:ttu/ 'a fish' 

3.3.2 Minimal and sub minimal pairs: Vowels: 

/mimi/ 'mother' /mime/ 'brother's wife' 

/pi:r/ 'a cane' /pu:r/ 'sound made by clapping hand with thigh 

/pi:r/ 'a cane' /p-:J:r/ 'bamboo' 

/r8:nmu/ 'iron' r8:nmo/ 'tuberculosis' 

I 

/pya! 'have (it)' /pyo:/ 'camp' 

/p11oro:t/ 'pharsnaw fish' /phor-:J:t/ 'a black sea worm' 

/kal/ 'a small sea crab' m-:J:l/ 'shangar fish 

/c-:J:y/ 'mother's matter' /co:y/ 'a tree' 
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lara:/ 'pig' /aro:/ 'phassaw fish' 

/ekka: dum/ 'thin' ekkJ;dum/ 'thick' 

/ett:J:le/ 'decorate' ettu:le/ 'beat' 

/di/ 'this' /du/ 'that (distant)' 

/di/ 'this' I dol 'this (proximate)' 

/du/ 'that (distant)' /da/ 'this' 

/pu:r/ 'Sound made by /p:J:r/ 'bamboo ' 

clapping hands with thigh 

/bo:l/ 'thorny creeper' b:J:l/ 'tree' 

/a:t/ 'fire' /:J:t/ 'a tree' 

/aro:/ 'pasrhaw fish' lara:/ 'pig' 

mu:r/ 'foam' /rna:r/ 'a fish' 

tutumol/ 'mosqueto net' tutum:Jl! 'fan' 

/eson;: kke/ 'sing' I ssor:J: kke/. 'fish' 
. 

3.3.3 Phonetic Variation 

Naslisation: In the normal or oral articulation of vowels the soft palate is 

raised so that it blocks the nasal passage. If however, the soft palate is 
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lowered, the air can pass through the nose as well as the mouth, and the 

vowels so articulated are nasalised. N asalisation in Andamanese is not 

phonemic. But as the data show, one does find some vowels in Andamanese 

with full nasalisation, which may be due to the influence of nasalised 

phonemic vowels in Port Blair Hindi. Data also show that some vowels 

sometimes get nasalised, if it is preceded or followed by nasal sounds. 

'my palm' 

'globe' 

/m'Jcco/ 'hen' 

/celetm'J/ 'bread' 

I h· I t Iterm'J 'pen I pencil' 

'balance' 

3.3.4 Phonemic Variation: 

Vowel length in Andamanese language is phonemic. The contrast of vowel 

length is illustrated by the following: 

[i/i:] /mirit/ 'a fish' /miri:t/ 'pigeon' 

/til 'g' /ti:/ place' 
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[ e/e:] /terciJ 'whole' /tere:IJ I 'whole fish' 

/le/ 'smoke' /le:/ 'land crab 

/dolemo/ 'squirel' /dole:mo/ 'big lyaid 

[f:/f::] 

/kolf:wbe/ 'length' /E:lf::wbe/ 'small' 

[/o/o:] /boll 'rope' /bl:ll 

[~/~:] /t~w/ 'a tree' /t~:w/ 'sky' 

[a/a:] /tal 'hands' Ita:/ 'sound made 

clapping' 

3.3.4. Distribution of /i:/, /e:/, /e:/, /a:/, /o:/ /~: /and /u:/ 

/i:/ Regarding its distribution, it occurs in all the positions, viz, initial, medial 

and final. 

Initial Medial Final 

/:mulu/ 'egg' /ni:pho/ 'small mosquito' /cokbi:/ 'fms' 

/i:f1no/ 'water' /ji:rmu/ 'house' /ti:/ 'place' 
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/e:/ Regarding its distributions of /e:/, it occurs in all the positions, viz. initial, 

medial and final. 

Intial Medial Final 

/e:toe/ 'bone' /te:'J/ 'crocodile' /uluwe:/ 'fountain' 

/ce:yo/ 'knife' /sure:/ 'a fresh water 

snake' 

/e:/ Regarding its distribution, it occurs in only one position viz., medial. 

Medial 

/be:mo/ 'might angle' 

/le:c' I an arrow' 

/a:/ It occurs in all the positions, viz., initial, medial and final 

Initial Medial Final 

/a:t/ 'fine' ta:V 'gold' /bowa:/ 'earth' 
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la:lel 'light' lk:::>ca: I 'cycle 

lo:l It occurs in all the positions, viz, initial, medial and final 

Initial Medial 

lo:pr::>l 'window' llujiro:ygrn/ 'dance' 

lo:kra/'type of fish' /bo:t11ol 'cyclone' 

/:::>/ It occurs in all the positions, viz, initial, medial and final 

Initial Medial Final 

l::>:rnl 'tree' lt::>:wl 'sky' lur::>:l 'an arrow' 

htk:::>m:::>l 'net' /k:::>:bl 'eagle' 

lui It occurs only in two pose i.e. medial and Final 

Medial Final 

lmu:rl 'foam' lphu:l 'cow dung' 

ldu:lbl 'moon' 
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Phonemes Distribution Chart: Vowel 

• Vowel Initial Medial Final 

l .J .J .J 

1: .J .J .J 

e .J .J .J 

e: .J .J .J 

e .J .J .J 

8 .J .J .J 

8: X .J X 

a .J .J .J 

a: .J .J .J 

0 .J .J .J 

o: .J .J .J 

0 .J .J .J 

o: .J ! .J .J 

u .J .J .J 

u: X .J .J 
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3.3.5 Diphthongs: 

A diphthong is a vowel sound consisting of a deliberate i.e. intentional 

glide, the organs of speech starting in the position of one vowel and 

immediately moving in the direction of another vowel. A diphthong, 

moreover, consists of single syllable - that is the vowel glide must be 

performed with a single impulse of the breath. (Peter Mac Carthy, English 

Pronoumication), the analysis of data show following diphthongs in 

Andamanese language. 

-e1 /caet~tei/ 'packet' 

-lU- /cor::>lotirjiukhu./ 

-e1- /caet~teic::>phe/ 'many packet' 

-Ul /kh~letmorasui/ 'makes chappati' 

-m- /t\:taiJ:Jroiotuncuimo/ 'house lock' 

-e1 /bei/ 'bottle' 

-81- /thei/ 'cooking utensils' 

-:Jl- /re:muc:Jtin/ 

-a1- /p~rointoiJ'/ 'bread' 
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-a1- /pgrain'/ 'water shower' 

-Ul- /wera: kuik::mlf 'smokes cigarettes' 

-at- /weta:rkhaidueson/ 'listening to radio' 

-01- /gthireni S ietgra:ncgroi/ 'slipping' 

lU 1 

e1 3 

El 1 

a1 - 2 

::Jl 1 

01 2 

Ul 3 
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Figure 

Front Central Back 

Initial vowel of a diphthongs may start with any four points on the 

vertical axis, close, half -close, half open and open but the diphthong fmally, 

as the data show, ends with front high vowel (i) except in one instance in 

which the diphthong ends with back high vowel (u) 
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3.4 Syllabic structure 

Syllable may be defined as a unit of pronunciation typically larger than 

a single sound and smaller than word. (David Crystal, 1980, p.342. A first 

dictionary of linguistics and phonetics). The notion of a syllable is very real to 

native speakers as it takes care of the rhythm of the language. 

As far as the language under study is concerned the syllables range from one 

to seven. Further, the language is dominated by trisyllabic and tetrasyllabic 

word. The syllable are further classified into open and closed. A syllable, 

which is asserted by a consonant, is said to be a closed syllable, and one which 

has no asserting consonant is said to be an open syllable. (David Abercrombei, 

1980, p. 42. Elements of General phonetics). 

Monosyllable 

Open 

cv /bo/ ' 'an oyster' 

cv Ice/ 'thorn' 

cv /jo/ 'song' 

cv /ko/ 'bow' 

cv /le:/ 'smoke' 

cv /phu:/ 'cow dung' 
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CV /di/ 'this' 

cv Ida! 'this proximate' 

cv /du/ 'that distant' 

CV Ita:/ 'sound made by clapping 
hands' 

cv /ti:/ 'place' 

CCV /Jlyo:/ 'camp' 

CCV /Jlya/ 'have it' 

Close 

vc /i:r/ 'wave' 

vc ley! 'Vomit' 

vc !'Jp! 'a jungle plantain tree' 

vc /'J:tf 'a bat' 

vc /o:m/ 'a tree' 

vc /a:tf ' 
'fire' 

eve /po:r/ 'bamboo' 

eve /pe:c/ 'utensils' 

eve /pi:r/ 'a cane' 

eve /bi:p/ 'dust' 

eve lboU 'rope' 

eve /phec/ 'pot' 
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eve /pha:l/ 'wave' 

eve /phon/ 'cave' 

eve /t::>:p/ 'bath' 

eve /ta:l/ 'gold' 

eve /t::>:w/ 'sky' 

eve /cl.u:m/ 'Centipedes' 

eve /Qup/ 'jingam tree' 

eve /cell 'water falls' 

eve /ke:r/ 'snore' 

eve !ko:tf 'laugh' 

eve /su:p/ 'basket' 

eve /myo/ 'rock' 

eve /ma:r/ 'a fish' 

eve /mu:r/ 'foam' 

eve /lee/ 'arrow' 

eve /le:c/ 'weapon to kill sheep' 

eve /lim/ 'a sea stone' 

eve /la:w/ 'outsider, ghost' 

eve /lo:l/ 'there' 

eve /re:k/ 'big crab' 
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Bisyllabic 

Open 

cvv ldi:u/ 'sun' 

cvv lcoa:l 'type of fish' 

cvv /ke:ol 'small crab' 

cvv lbeil 'bottle' 

cvv lte:ol 'crocodile' 

CVV lthei/ 'cooking utensils' 

cvv lpeol 'house ' 

vcv lilil ' . ' unne 

vcv lara! 'pig' 

vcv lur'J :I 'an arrow' 

cvcv It ha:tol 'house' 

cvcv It he:col 'my head' 

cvcv IQ,I:del 'moon' 
' 

c;vcv lce:yol 'knife' 

cvcv ljulu/ 'clothes' 

cvcv lje:thol 'a sea snake' 

cvcv ljemol 'a shark' 

cvcv ljerol 'papaya tree' 
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Bisyllabic 

Open 

cvv ldi:u! 'sun' 

CVV lcoa:/ 'type of fish' 

cvv !ke:ol 'small crab' 

cvv lbeil 'bottle' 

cvv lte:ol 'crocodile' 

cvv lthr,i/ 'cooking utensils' 

cvv lpeol 'house' 

vcv lilil 'urine' 

vcv lara! ' . ' plg 

vcv luro :I 'an arrow' 

cvcv It ha:tol 'house' 

cvcv It hr,:col 'my head' 

cvcv IQI:del 'moon' 
' 

cvcv lce:yol 'knife' 

cvcv ljulu/ 'clothes' 

cvcv lje:thol 'a sea snake' 

cvcv ljemol 'a shark' 

cvcv ljerol 'papaya tree' 
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CVCV /jubu/ 'fly' 

cvcv /ka:ko/ 'banana tree' 

cvcv !kat a! 'daughter' 

cvcv lko:b/ 'eagle' 

cvcv /koca:/ 'cycle' 

cvcv /khi:no/ 'grass' 

cvcv !kh£pe:/ 'eat' 

cvcv /su:bi/ 'snake' 

cvcv /si:ro/ 'ocean' 

cvcv /sa:re/ 'sea' 

cvcv /sulu/ 'types of fruit' 

cvcv Imino/ 'potato' 

cvcv /ma:ye/ 'father' 

cvcv /ma:ro/ 'honeybee' 

' 

cvcv /ni:pho/ 'small mosquito' . 

' cvcv /po:co/ 'house' 

cvcv /le:le/ 'cradle ' 

cvcv /la:ca/ 'a sea bird' 

cvcv /lu:ro/ 'flame' 

cvcv /l£co/ 'suck' 
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cvcv /li:p\/ 'a tree' 

cvcv /n:;phe:/ 'meal' 

cvcv !r'J :w'JI 'boat' 

cvcv /bowa:/ 'earth' 

cvcv /bo:tho/ 'cyclone' 

cvcv /phr.co/ 'sword' 

cvcv /p 11uro:/ 'owl' 

cvcv /towa:/ 'type of fish' 

cvcv /br.:mo/ 'nightingale' 

vccv /imm8/ 'husband, wife (terms of 
address)' 

VCCV linn of 'water' 
cvccv /cukbi/ 'big tortoise" 
cvccv /cerJo/ 'fins' 

cvccv /ji:lmo/ 'sneeze" 
cvccv /ji:rmu/ 'land tortoise" 
cvccv lk8wbu/ 'horse' 

cvccv /rr.:nmu/ 'umbrella' 

cvccv /m8llo/ 'eagle' 

cvccv /ke:llal 'god' 
cvccv /rr.:nmu/ 'iron' 

cvccv /m8tto/ 'road' 

cvccv /m8cco/ 'hen' 

cvccv /polm8/ 'leech' 

cvccv /phatkal 'crow' 

cvccv ltoiJkhal 'glass' 
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CVCCV ltoymo/ 'grasshopper' 

cvccv lthmto/ 'wirst' 

cvccv lthutb8/ 'my stomach' 

cvccv /nyu_Ie:/ 'fish' 
vcvc /ithu:nl 'drop' 

vcvc /era:t/ 'wing of bird' 

vcvc /ephuk/ 'lungs' 
cvcvc /bire:y/ 'a bat' 
cvcvc /biyu:w/ 'light' 
cvcvc /bu:ruiJ/ 'hill' 

cvcvc /phor8:c/ 'house' 

cvcvc /ta:to:m/ 'ground' 
cvcvc /te:reiJ/ 'whole fish' 

cvcvc lth8fpiJ/ 'whole hand' 

cvcvc lthume:l/ 
' 

'honey' 

cvcvc /t.hij8rnl Well decorated house' 

cvcvc /t.hiphul/ 'bed cover' 

cvcvc /t.hiphoiJ/ 'iron rod to dig with' 

cvcvc /t.hatat/ 'my tongue' 

cvcvc /Q.ula:w/ 'ghost' 

cvcvc / /jicgr/ 'rain' 

cvcvc /jur8:y/ 'dance' 

cvcvc /jibe:tf 'swallow bird' 
cvcvc /ke:liw/ 'whirlpool' 
cvcvc /kara:y/ ! 'black ant' 
cvcvc lkat.a:n'/ 'stars' 
cvcvc /kereiJ/ "whole fish' 

cvcvc lkhide:r/ 'coconut' 
cvcvc /miri:t/ 'pigeon' 
cvcvc /m8:r8k/ 'an oyster' 

cvcvc /nyu:re/. 'fish' 
cvcvc /luJuy/ 'deep' 
cvcvc /lesar/ 'dark' 
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cvccvc Nirbin/ 'my forehead' 

cvccvc lth£rt£l<f 'my waist' 

cvccvc lth£rbt/ 'my stick' 

cvccvc lth£rtapl 'my chin' 

cvccvc lt~erbu:t I 'my ears' 

cvccvc ltherkhuml 'shoulder joint' 

CVCCVC lc8mt8rnl 'suparee tree' 

cvccvc /k8fphe:cl 'earthen pot' 

vccvc letto:pl 'cover' 

vccvc lettayl 'blood' 

vccvc letcowl 'fruit of tree' 

vccvc lullu:yl 'whistle' 

Trisyllabic 

0 •pen 
vcvcv lin oral 'bucket' 
vcvcv li:mulu/ 'e_gg' 
vcvcv li:jilu/ 'cold thin_g' 
vcvcv li:jiyol 'lowest tide' 
vcvcv leluru/ 'flame' 
vcvcv leka:t~ 'sprouting seeds' 
vcvcv IEJlo:rel 'cut' 

vcvcv l£r8nel 'coral flower' ' 

vcvcv l£tha:r81 'male' 

vcvcv luluJu I ! 'cobra' 

vcvcv luluwe:l 'fountain' 
vcvcv luba:bl 'aeroplane' 

cvcvcv /bgrabgl 'mat' 

cvcvcv lph8tolel 'spear' 

cvcvcv lpnorubil 'frog' 
cvcvcv ltatamol 'lizard' 

cvcvcv lth£bala/ 'elbow' 

cvcvcv lthEphilu/ 'my stomach' 
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cvcvcv lt11um81.8/ 'my feet' 

cvcvcv lt11emeca/ 'my liver 

cvcvcv /f.11
um8to/ 'leg' 

cvcvcv lt11i:mik11u/ 'forest' 

cvcvcv lt11erulu/ 'my eyes' 

cvcvcv /f~eri:n8/ 'tears 

cvcvcv /Q.olemo/ 'big lizard' 

cvcvcv /cayo:ne/ Oil 
cvcvcv /ca:lemo/ 'black snake of the ocean' 
cvcvcv /juruwa:/ 'sea ghost' 
cvcvcv /kala:bo/ 'cockroach' 
cvcvcv /ko:nkuro/ 'full hand' 
cvcvcv lk8roJol 'necklace' 

cvcvcv /kobur8/ 'old umbrella' 

cvcvcv /lurup11e/ 'air bubble' 
cvcvcv /lure:mo/ 'rope' 
cvccvcv /tutQ.i:lo/ 'island' 

cvccvcv /t11emoko/ 'my checks' 

cvccvcv /therk8t8/ 'my nose' 

cvccvcv lt11uiJkar:ra/ 'my nails 

cvccvcv lt
11
uiJkur8/ 'my palm' 

cvccvcv lt11ukca:ra/ 'my chest' 

cvccvcv lt11urnr8n8/ 'my ankle' 

cvccvcv /r_hema:mo/ 'mole on check' 

cvccvcv lt11ermine/ ' 'my brain' 

cvccvcv /carrolol/ 'parrot' 
cvccvcv /ca:yt8lo/ 'flower' 

cvccvcv /litkhemo/ 'water frog' 

cvccvcv /m8tkgb8/ 'skin' 

cvccvcv /si:rbele/ 'waist belt' 
cvccvcv /celetmu/ 'bread 

cvccvcv /jur8:ybe/ 'dance' 
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cvccvcv /kol£wbe/ 'laugh' 

cvccvcv lkrink8:so/ 'strait island' 

Closed 
cvcvcvc /so:yatec/ 'a leaf 

cvcvcvc /ph8 :rdf.8IJ/ 'bamboo tree' 
• 

cvcvcvc /phu:dotdiJ/ 'palm tree' 

cvcvcvc /phor8:ke:t/ 'heaven' 

cvcvcvc /tokomef.11
/ 'pillow' 

cvcvcvc /tutumoV 'mosquito net 

cvcvcvc /teremith/ 'light' 

cvcvcvc lt£~lul/ 'boil' 

cvcvcvc /k8phof.8IJ/ 'banana tree' 

cvcvcvc /re:I)ot8IJ/ 'peepal tree' 

cvcvcvc /pdrainl 'water shower' 

cvcvcvc /bium8c/ 'torch light' 

cvcvcvc /caec8n/ 'hammer' 

cvcvcvc /niopoiJ/ 'jail' 

cvcvcvc /ni:ak11om/ 'stone cave' 
cvcvcvc /mieteiJ/ 'darkness' 

cvcvccvc /terembt/ 'stick' 

cvcvccvc /ta:rboriiJ/ 'aeroplane' 

cvcvccvc /f.8ylocoiJ/ 'deer' 
' 

cvcvccvc /f.8:terbec/ 'cloud' 

cvcvccvc /kdllatop'/ 'snail' 

vcvcvc /e:cof.8y/ skull bone' 

vcvcvc /i:jey8m/ 'falling tide' 

vcvcvc /irulu:c/ 'cold' 
vccvccvc /ettaycow/ 'kidney' 
cvcvcvv /fpkhtei/ 'money 

cvcvcvcv /Q..u:loka:ra/ 'halfmoon' 
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cvccvcvcv /cukbitima/ 'small tortoise' 

cvccvcvcv /kona:su:bi/ j_ungle snake' 
cvcvcvccv /kor8bittu/ 'centipede' 

cvcvcvccv /ka:ytatoko/ jack fruit' 

cvcvcvccv /la:8cote/ 'a bird' 

cvcvcvccv /ma:roju_gu/ 'honeybee' 
cvcvcvccv /m8cotharo/ 'cock' 

cvcvcvccv /miaitucu/ 'tomato/lemon' 

cvcvcvccv /bilur8 :w8/ 'rainbow' l 

cvcvcvccv /tgrabollo/ 'type of fish' 

vcvcvcv /i:khf.8lo/ 'flower' 

Closed 
cvcvvccvc /pgrointoiJ/ 'bread' 

cvcvvccvc /beitar8m/ 'cork' 

cvcvvccvc lthiterephol)/ 'fish' 

cvcvvccvc ltakhotot8ml 'branch' 

cvcvvccvc lthiterephol)/ 'pits' 

cvcvvccvc /cli:ci:lit8IJ/ 'sugarcane tree' 

cvcvvccvc /caebeliiJ/ 'cutter' 

cvcvvccvc /lujiro:ygm/ 'dance' 

cvcvvccvc /remutaca:n/ 'trishul' 
cvcvvccvc /urmukuruc/ 'big house' 
cvcvvccvc /i:philek8m/ 'rising tide' 

cvcvvccvc /inoterpol)/ 'well' 

vcvcvcv /ebuJuJe/ ~ 'woman' 

Pentasyllabic 
0 'pen 
cvvcvcvv /caetgteil 'pocket' 

cvvcvcvcv /caetajira/ 'chil!Y_' 
cvcvcvcvccv /penothisorthi/ 'cot' 
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cvcvvcvcv lbireitEca/ 'leaves' 

ccvcvcvcv /f.8khotokatal 'piece of wood' 

cvccvcvccvcv /f.hErcotutf.::>mo/ 'cap' 

cvcvcvcvcv /sareka:t!Y_o/ 'sea crocodile' 
CVVCVCVCV /ne::>tokatal 'stone chip' 

vccvcvcvcv /erconimiknal 'bell' 
vcvcvcvcv /ara:tupulu/ 'lamb' 

Close 
cvcvccvcvcvc /thitennJlobum/ 'straight line 

CVCVCVCVCCVE /qik11i: litutbJk/ 'joints between 
sugarcane 

cvvcvcvcvc /neJtataiJ 'roof 

vcvccvccvcvc /gka:ntemJkom/ 'rinsing mouth' 

Hexasyllabic 
0 rpen 
cvcvccvcvccvcv cii:letmututkataV 'ball' 

cvvcvcvcvcv /niutErolota/ 'window of house' 

cvvcvccvcvccv lcii :utuntara: llE/ 'west' 

. cvcvccvccvccvcv ltutumr::>I)tutjilu/ 'shawl' 

cvcvcvcvcvcv /f.8kotara: bucu/ Root of tree' 

cvvcvccvcvcv /cii:utuntakaral ! 
'east 

vcvcvccvcvcv /i:khubinf.::>lok8/ 'flower bloom' 

Close 
cvcvcvcvcvcvc /terulutudirirn/ j:>_u_Qil' 
CVCVCCVCCVCVCVC /miyaytuf.eulog 'tamarind tree 

:Jrn/ 

cvcvccvccvcvccvcvc miyaytuf.kattat 'lemon tree' 

:Jn/ 
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Septasyllabic 

Open 

cvcvcvcvcvcvcv /1)8ma:tptara:tow8/ 'your heel' 

cvcvcvcvcvccvc ltebura:culutthu:we/ 'my wife's brother' 
v 

Closed 

vccvcvcvcvcvcvc /akka: mimitara:t8IJ/ 'queen' 

cvccvcvccvvcvcvc /pirta:reycopoba:l81)/ 'rainbow' 
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CHAPTER FOUR 



Bummary and Conclusion 

This present study has therefore attempted to detail and describe 

the speech sounds of Andamanese. The Andamanese group of languages 

is at present nearly on the verge of extinction. As in May, 1993, only 32 

native speakers of this language remained. It is, therefore, absolutely 

essential to undertake a detailed linguistic study of. this indigenous 

language before it is too late. Although the present study has been 

limited due to several factors, I hope it has achieved one of its objectives 

in providing a starting-point for further research. 

One of the major limitations I faced while conducting this study 

was the total absence of any primary data collected on the basis of 

proper preparation--preparing questionnaire, basic word-list etc. -and 

most importantly, through personal fieldwork. These steps are crucial, 

especially in such data based research because each researcher has 

his/her own area of focus while conducting a study. Unfortunately I 

could not undertake any fieldwork due to paucity of time and financial 

constraints, and, as a result, had to rely primarily on secondary sources 

of data, in particular, the four cassettes recorded from the laboratories at 

CIIL, Mysore, data collected by my supervisor during her fieldtrip, and 

S. Manoharan's basic word list in his work, A study of Andamanese 
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Language. This data was transcribed using the International Phonetic 

Alphabet symbols, following which it was rechecked a number of times 

to minimize possibility of errors. After the process of transcription, the 

raw data was first categorised on the basis of initial sounds - for 

example - all the words beginning with /p/ were grouped as one. 

Following this, minimal and sub-minimal pairs were extracted, on the 

basis of which phonemic chart for vowels and consonants were made. 

Each phoneme was further classified on the basis of occurrence in 

different positions, i.e. initial, medial and final, and phonetic and 

phonological analysis was done. 

The analysis of data show that the phonemic system of 

Andamanese is made up of thirty two segmental phonemes. Of these 

twenty four are consonants and eight are vowels. 

Stops: 

There are twelve stop consonant phonemes in this language. They 

are 

represented by /p/, /b/, /ph/, It!, /dl, /th/, ltl,ld}, It h/, /k/, /gl, and 

/p/ IS a voiceless unaspirated bilabial stop. Regarding its 

distributions, it 
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occurs in all the positions. 

/b/ is a voiced unaspirated bilabial stop. Regarding its distributions, it 

occurs only in two positions, viz, initial and medial. 

/ph/ is a voiceless aspirated bilabial stop. Regarding its distributions, it 

occurs in only two positions, viz, initial and medial. 

It/ is a voiceless unaspirated alveo-dental stop. Regarding its 

distributions, it occurs in all the positions, viz, initial, medial and 

final. 

/d/ is a voiced unaspirated alveo-dental stop. Regarding its 

distributions, 

it occurs only in two positions, viz, initial and medial. 

/t11
/ is a voiceless aspirated alveo-dental stop. Regarding its 

distributions it 

occurs only in two positions, viz, initial and medial. Regarding its 

distributions it occurs only in two positions, viz, initial and 

medial. 

ltl 1s a voiceless unaspirated retroflex stop. Regarding its 

distributions, it 

occurs in all the positions, viz, initial, medial and final. . 

!dJ is a voiced unaspirated retroflex stop. Regarding its distributions, 

it 
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occurs only in two positions, viz, initial and final. 

It h; is a voiceless aspirated retroflex stop. Regarding its distributions, 

it 

occurs in all the positions, viz, initial, medial and final. 

/k/ is a voiceless unaspirated velar stop. Regarding its distributions, it 

occurs in all the positions, viz, initial, medial and final. 

/g/ is a voiced unaspirated velar stop. Regarding its distributions, it 

occurs in only one position i.e. initial. 

/kh/ is a voiceless aspirated velar stop. Regarding its distributions, it 

occur only in two positions, viz, initial and final. 

Affricates: There are only two affricate consonant phonemes in 

this language- /c/ and /j/. 

/c/ is a voiceless unaspirated palatal affricate. Regarding its 

distributions, it occurs in all the positions, viz, initial, medial and 

final. 

/j/ Is a voiced unaspirated palatal fricative. Regarding its 

distributions it occurs only in two positions, viz, initial and 

medial. 

Nasals: There are four nasal consonant phonemes m this 

language:- / 

lrnl, /n/, /Jl/ and /rj/. 
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/m/ is a voiced bilabial nasal. Regarding its distributions, it occurs in 

all the positions, viz, initial, medial and final. 

In/ is a voiced alveolar nasal. Regarding its distributions, it occurs in 

all the positions, viz, initial, medial and final 

/p/ is a voiced alveolar nasal. Regarding its distributions, it occurs in 

all 

the position, viz, initial, medial and final. 

/fJ/ is a voiced velar nasal. Regarding its distributions, it occurs in all 

the positions, viz, initial, medial and final. 

Liquids: There are two liquids in this language- /r/ and Ill. 

/r/ is a voiced alveolar trill. It occurs in all the positions, viz, initial, 

medial and final. 

Ill is a voiced alveolar lateral. Regarding its distributions, it occurs 

in all the positions, viz, initial, medial and final. 

Fricative: 

and /hi. 

There are three fricatives in this language- lsi, IS I 

Is/ is a voiceless alveolar fricative. Regarding its distributions, it 

/ occurs in only two positions, viz, initial and medial. 
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IS I IS a voiceless palatal fricative. Regarding its distributions, it 

occurs in all the positions, viz, initial, medial and final. 

/h/ is a voiceless post velar fricative. Regarding its distributions, it 

occurs only in one position- initial. 

Semi-vowel: There are only two semi- vowels in this language-

/w/ and /y/. 

/w/ is a voiced bilabial semi vowel. Regarding its distributions, it 

occurs in all the positions, viz, initial, medial and final. 

' /y/ is a voiced palatal semi- vowel. Regarding its distributions, it 

occurs in all the positions, viz, initial medial and final. 

Further, the. Andamanese language permits only sequence of two 

consonants. Words initial consonant sequence are not found in this 

language, with the exception of Jly-. This language is marked by the 

absence of word final consonant sequence. However, word medial 

consonant sequences are found in abundance. The followings 

consonants -'- It/, It!, lkl, lei, Is/, lrn!, In!, lp.l, Ill and /r/ occurs as 

geminates consonant sequence in this language. 

As far as vowels are concerned, eight vowels are recognized in 

this language. 
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/i/ ts a short high front unrounded vowel. It occurs m all the 

positions. 

/e/ IS a short mid-front unrounded vowel. It occurs m all the 

positions. 

Ia/ is a central unrounded vowel. It occurs in only two positions i.e. 

initial and medial. 

It-/ is a short unrounded lower mid-front vowel. It occurs in all the 

positions. 

/a/ is a short unrounded low back vowel. It occurs in all the positions. 

/r:J/ IS a short rounded lower-mid back vowel. It occurs m all the 

positions. 

/of is a short rounded mid-back vowel. It occurs in all the positions. 

lui is a short rounded high back vowel. It occurs in all the positions. 

Nasalisation of vowel in Andamanese is not phonemic. But as the 

data shows some vowels get fully nasalised due to the influence of 

nasalised phonemic vowels in Port Blair Hindi. Vowel length m 

Andamanese is phonemic. 
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Diphthongization of vowel do to take place in this language and 

as the data show all the diphthongs ends with high front vowel Iii except 

in one instance, when it ends with back high vowel /u/. 

As far as the syllabic sequence of this language is concerned it 

ranged from one to seven. Further, the language is dominated by 

trisyllabic and tetraryllabic word. 

However I hope that this present study, in which I have tried to 

document the features of speech sounds in Andamanese, will go a long 

way in helping the language to survive, which is already on the verge of 

extinction. If given the opportunity in Ph.D., I would carry on with the 

incomplete work, and undertake detailed research on topics not covered 

in this study. I would first undertake a fieldwork in the area. This would 

not only give me an opportunity to live among and interact with the 

natives of the area, in addition it would also provide me with valuable 

insights into the language. On the basis of the data collected as well as 

secondary sources already available, a mofe detailed linguistic analysis 

would be undertaken. This would include a check of phonetic and 

phonological patterns, as well as analysis of sounds at morphological, 

semantic, syntactic and well as morphophonemic and morphosemantic 

levels- the ultimate aim being to compile a comprehensive linguistic 

volume of the language. Furthermore, spectrographic analysis would 
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also be undertaken, whereby; a broad general picture of the formant 

patterns of vowels as well as an acoustic pattern of consonants would be 

arrived at. However, to achieve this, it is imperative to have a large data

bank, which is only possible through primary sources. 

In spite of such limitations, this study, has I hope, been of some 

use in documenting and analysing the linguistic features of these unique 

indigenous group of people. If, in any way, it inspires greater attention 

to be focused on these rapidly depleting tribes - in particular, on their 

language and culture, I will consider my endeavor a success. 
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APPENDICES 



penof1isort hi cot 

parain' water shower 

pirta:rsycopoba:bn rainbow 

pa:lQ.uwo big wave 

pJ:r bamboo 

purummomyo big rock 

pe:c utensils 

pt:r a cane 

bilurJ:WJ rainbow 

bire:y a bat 

bi:p dust 

biyu:w light 

bs:mo nightingale 

bu:rul] hill 

bolmJ leech 

bowa: earth 

bo:t1o cyclone 

ba:tterks :l mid-night' 

baraba mat 

beitarJm cork 

bol rope 

bireitsca leaves 

biumJc torchlight 
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be:mo 

billubira:nc~bo 

bu:ruin 

bu:ruintutlup1'ui 

bu:liu 

Buliucor 

buliutut~rakatterph£nne 

bi:lu 

b~ra:ba 

bei 

beitunt>plo 

beitatirbui 

b~raba:tcut::> 

ph£CO 

p11::>tole 

phatka 

ph::>:r~t::>IJ 

p~:dot~IJ 

pha:l 

pl'uro: 

p~: 

butterfly 

rainbow 

mountain 

big/high mountain 

river/canal 

water falling from dam 

bridge 

ship 

mat 

bottle 

one bottle 

two bottles 

rounding the mat 

pot 

sword 

spear 

crow 

bamboo tree 

palm tree 

wave 

owl 

cow dung 

cave 
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phormuca:w lion, tiger 

p11orJ:c house 

p11orJ:ke:t heaven 

p11orubi frog 

terembt stick 

tokomet 11 pillow 

tutumol mosquito net 

teremit 11 light 

tantJ necklace 

tutumJI fan 

ta:to:m ground 

tereiJktuliti S uta:to:m playground 

t~ra:mluk11imi balance 

taji:beJr fish 

te:reiJ whole fish 

to:tp11ollo beach 

tut<ti:lo island 

te:J crocodile 

t~rabollo type offish 

towa: type offish 

tereiJ whale 

ta:p11o type of tree 

tirpile: S Jt' all teeth 
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tirpile:tintJpb one teeth 

tirpile:tatirbui two teeth 

teremi:t 11 light 

teremi:e1untJpb one light 

teremi:tatirbui two light 

toiJk1u: glass 

toiJk1u: tuntJpb one glass 

toi]k1utatirbui two glasses 

ta:rboriiJ aeroplane 

ta:rborii]tuntJpb one aeroplane 

ta:rboril]tatirbui two aeroplanes 

tajeitudbekbijugun bird fly 

tajeitudbektuntJpbbijugun one bird fly 

taj eitudbektatirbuibijugun two birds fly 

tajeitudbekcgp11ebijugun many birds fly 

termoltgrcitallo zig-zag line 

terembt stick 

tokomet 11 pillow 

tutumol mosquito net 

t''ncyJk my face 

~irbin my forehead 

t''smoko my cheeks 
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t11ergilitub£c my eyebrow 

t'1erulutuk::>h::> my eye lids 

t' 1erulutudirim pupil 

t'1 srk::>t::> my nose 

t'1 £rjuk1\Ib£c my moustache 

t' 1i:bel broom 

t'1oru:be frog 

t'1 £i cooking utensil 

t' 1srtaotunt::>pb sign of one feet 

t'1 £rtaotatirbui sign of two feet 

t::>ktisetencir bathing soap 

t utumr::>I]tutgilu shawl 

t~mcle rat 

t::>ylocoiJ' deer 

t£le elephant 

t £letirk::>~o elephant trunk 

t £letirp11i:lle elephant ~sk 

toymo grasshopper 

tatamo lizard 

te:p11i land lizard 

t::>IJleo small tree 

t::>kotara:buco root of tree 
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t :JI)tt::J t ~HJ tree branch 

t:Jkhote:t' tree leaves 

t:Jkhotokata piece of wood 

t:J:IJtuf\gu shade of tree 

t:J:terbec cloud 

takhototJm branch 

to:le potato 

t£p 11e octopus 

tebJybe wife 

tetlyu:w cap 

tJ:p bath 

tJrJ turtle 

ta:l gold 

ta:ta:mo lizard 

tJwterbe:c cloud 

tJ:w sky 

tJ:ro sand 

t unkenautuntJpb one finger 

t unkenautatirbui two fmger 

t um:Jtotattalo t a sleeper 

t um:JtotattalotatuntJpb one sleeper 
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t um::>totattalo t atatirbui two sleeper 

t::>khotei money 

t::>khoteitunt::>pb one rupee 

t ::> k11oteiktirbu small change 

f'st::>IJ whole hand 

t 11 sbala elbow 

thurto wrist 

thuiJkur::> my palm 

t 1'uiJkingp my finger 

f'uiJka:ra my nails 

t 1)Ikca:ra my chest 

t 11sphilu my stomach 

th£I]ge:t11 my 

t 1~£rt£k my waist 

t h £ c::>pe)Im::> my thigh 

t 11gram::>t::> my leg 

th£;)grJk my knee 

t~m::>t::> my feet 

tt'umr::>n::> my ankle 

t~m::>t::>turni0u sole of feet 

t 1)Itb::> my stomach 
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t 11 srna:mo mole on cheek 

t 11 £rinoe open 

tskulul boil 

t 11srmine my brain 

t 11utbJrtudilo my heart 

t 11utkJrno my lungs 

t 11e:Sciu my 

t 11emeca my liver 

t 11 srcotut t 11Jmo cap 

t'ucu tucu my turban 

t h £ rkJt11ojum nose nng 

t 11srbu:jum earrmg 

t'\ImJto leg 

thsrbt my stick 

t'\i;)m well-decorated house 

t 11i:mik1u forest 

t'ume:l honey 

thiterep11ol] pits 

t 11erulu:tatirbui two eyes 

t 11erulu:tun t:~pb one eye 

t~~a:tJ house 
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t ''a: t otatirbui 

t ''J kot;:)race t "otatirbui 

t'\ltneJ 

t 11itercbt 11 

t "itermJlobum 

t
h . en:n:J 

t 11erpilet:::Jraf'grale 

t"sttap 

t h b . sttape etc 

t 11erbu:t 

one house 

two houses 

root of trees 

one root of tree 

two roots of trees 

my house 

gap in the wall 

bed cover 

pen/pencil 

straight line 

iron rod to dig with 

my head 

my eyes 

tears 

my lips 

my tongue 

my tooth 

my gum 

my chin 

my beard 

my ears 
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t'utbiJgo 

th£rpha:ra 

t 11ur1beic 

t hufbeit:}raket 11 

th£rtalar 

· t'uttalar 

t 11erk1um 

thy~t:>y 

t 11i:tai)~roiot uncuimo 

t 11i :tai)~roiot uncuimoturt~pb 

ciole:mo 

cii:ci:lit~IJ 

ciik11i: lito katta 

ciik11i:litutb~k 

cii:u 

ciu:lb 

cii:utuntgkara 

cii:utuntgra:ll£ 

cii:de 

cii:dettecla:w 

cio:lemo 

my neck 

my parting of hair 

my hair 

long pant 

bald head 

i am bald 

shoulder joint 

shoulder blade 

house lock 

one house lock 

big lizard 

sugarcane tree 

piece of sugarcane 

joints between sugarcane 

sun 

moon 

east (sunrise) 

west (sunset) 

noon 

jungle ghost 

squirrel 
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ci.u:loka:ra: ' halfmoon 

ci.u:m centipede 

QUp gingham tree 

ci.ula:w ghost 

cti :let mututk~ta ball 

ci.i:Ietmututk~tatun:Jpb one ball 

cti: let mututk~tatirbui twq ball 

ctile:tmutirk~ru big ball 

ctile:tmuleo small ball 

kolewbe laugh 

kona:su:bi jungle snake 

kuruci.e thunder 

ke:r snore 

ke:liw whirlpool 

ko:t laugh 

k:Jtp11e:c earthen pot 

k:Jtm:Jra:y white ant ,. 

krink:J:so strait island 

ka:k:J banana tree 

kala:bo cockroach 

kara:y black ant 

kat a daughter 
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Q.u:loka:ra: halfmoon 

c:iu:m centipede 

Q.up gingham tree 

Q.ula:w ghost 

c:ii:letmututkgta ball 

c:ii: let mututkgtatunJpb one ball 

eli: let mututkgtatirbui two ball 

c:iile:t mutirk1\Iru big ball 

Q.ile: t muleo small ball 

kolswbe laugh 

kona:su:bi jungle snake 

kuruQ.e thunder 

ke:r snore 

ke:liw whirlpool 

ko:t laugh 

kJtp11e:c earthen pot 

kJtm::>ra:y white ant 1 

krinkJ:so strait island 

ka:kJ banana tree 

kala:bo cockroach 

kara:y black ant 

kat a daughter 
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kata:n' stars 

k;-,:b eagle 

k;-,wbu umbrella 

k;-,r;-,bittu centipede 

k;-,ca: cycle 

k::>p11ot:JIJ banana tree 

ko:nkuro full hand 

k:JrJ:so necklace 

k;-,r;-,:sotunt;-,pb one necklace 

k;-,r;-,: sotatirbui two necklace 

kot'ur£mo pan 

k;-,pho banana tree 

k;-,pho tucu banana fruit 

ko bow 

koeto jackfruit 

k;-,llo eagle 

ke:lla god 

k£ :rei] whole fish 

k;-,emo ant 

kgllat;-,p' snail 

koyt:Jt:JIJ jackfruit tree 

kat:Jn star 

ke:o small crab 
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ka:yttg 

ka:ytatoko 

ka:mJ 

koburJ 

kobuktui 

kgrajpulcayti t 11itgraulle 

katsaregbanno 

k11idirtaru 

k11idi:rt~rtec 

k11idi:rtutkJVO 

k11idi:rtutco 

k11idi:rtJIJ' 

k11ide:r 

k11idi:rtoy 

kh£I]e: 

k11 £ l]e :tuntJpb 

k11 £1]etatirbui 

k11idirton 

kheiJeleo 

k11iqjca:ywe 

0;:JletmoraSue 

jackfruit tree 

jackfruit 

type of potato 

old umbrella 

new umbrella 

far things look near 

he makes tea 

coconut 

coconut water 

outer covering of coconut 

coconut fruit 

coconut tree 

coconut 

grass 

coconut shell 

cat 

one cat 

two cat 

coconut tree 

small cat 

what is this 

makes chappati 
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khel]et11irkturu 

ca:ytera:luktisioremo 

carrolo 

cukbi 

cukbitima 

com tom 

ca:ytolo 

cokbi: 

ce 

cerS o 

eel 

ce:yo 

caytaS ot 11 

caebehiJ 

caetajira 

caecon 

cdetmo 

cayo:ne 

ca:lemo 

cowa: 

cokbi: 

caetetei 

caete teituntopb 

big cat 

weight balance 

parrot 

big tortoise 

small tortoise 

'suparee' tree 

flower 

fins 

thorn 

sneeze 

water falls 

knife 

bag 

cutter 

green chilly 

hammer 

bread 

oil 

black snake of the ocean 

type offish 

fms 

packet 

one packet 
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t 
. h 

caete e1cop e 

t h· •th ca:y t:t1 u 

t h· •th l ca:y t:tl utuntop o 

julu 

ji:lmo 

.. 
JIC:.:Jr 

JO 

JUlUWa: 

jur::J:ybe 

JUfJ:y 

je:t11o 

_1emo 

jibe:t 

.. 
JI:rmu 

Jero 

ji:li 

jubu 

sareka:tiyo 

su:bi 

SI:ro 

sa:re 

su:p 

so:yatec 

many packet 

pulling cart 

one pulling cart 

clothes 

land tortoise 

ram 

song 

sea ghost 

dance (v) 

dance 

a sea snake 

a shark 

swallow bird 

horse 

papaya tree 

father's brother's wife 

fly 

sea crocodile 

snake 

ocean 

sea 

basket 

a leaf 
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sulu type of fruit 

si:rbele waist belt (male) 

Subi snake 

SubituntJpb one snake 

h~letaracol light 

himoltercet alo zig-zag line 

hirkhdoe round 

hitkatha circle 

hutk1\Idoe globe 

Mino potato 

Miaitucu tomato/lemon 

Miailobol] tamarind 

mJttO road 

mJCCO hen 

mJcoe'aro cock 

Miri:t' pigeon 

MiyaytutculogJm' tamarind tree 

Miyaytu t katta t Jl] lemon tree' 

Miet£1]' darkness 

mJtk=JbJ skin 

m£ttai breast 

m1:nJ type of potato 

Myo rock 
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ma:ye father 

ma:r a fish 

ma:rJ honey bee 

mJycammulu egg 

mu:r foam 

Mettaymul milk 

ffiJCJ hen 

ffiJCJtuntJpb one hen 

ffiJCJtatirbui two hen 

ma:roJugu honey bee 

ma:rojugutuntJpb one honey bee 

ma:rojutatirbui two honey bees 

mJ:rJk an oyster 

neJ house 

neJtok::lta stone chip 

neJt::lrataiJ roof 

neJtakuiJ door of house 

Niut£rolotg window of house 

Netibenukan£ulitasojiyo thermometer 

N etibinosJrokajiyo injection 

NiopoiJ jail 

Nyu:re fish 

ni:pho small mosquito 
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ni: aok11omtumkotmJ t J be 

Niyatucu 

Nucagrti<bm 

JlO: cotatirbui 

po:co 

po:cotuntJpb 

le:le 

lsc 

LaotoekgratgiJ 

Lujiro:ygm 

le: 

litk11 £mo 

ls:c 

Lim 

la:wphan 

la:w 

la:ca 

la:wJcote 

lo:l 

Loyetto 

stone caves 

way through caves 

piece of stone 

people are seeing 

two houses 

house 

one house 

cradle 

arrow 

skeleton 

dance 

land crab 

water frog 

weapon to kill fish 

a sea stone 

betel leaf 

outsider, g~ost 

a sea bird 

a bird 

there 

pumpkin 

air buble 

flame 
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Lure:mo rope 

IuSuy deep 

Issar dark 

Is co suck 

Lere:mo white sand fly 

Le smoke 

Ii:p11i a tree 

li:t tu a fish 

ls:ctuntJpb one arrow 

ls:ctatirbui two arrows 

Labuk~moncitalota weanng saree 

rsphe: meal 

Remutaca:n trishul 

ra pig 

re:IJotJIJ peepal tree 

re:k big crab 

rs:nmu Iron 

rJ:WJ boat 

ro:wsu kokkari fish 

wera:kuikJm smokes cigarette 

weta:rkhaiQ.ueson listening to radio 

ldromtay bone 

lnoterphOIJ well 
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Itolotoe hom 

lnora bucket 

Itbe:c' dal 

Ili unne 

lmmJ husband, wife (term of address) 

Issu:ye bum 

ijo:kke eat 

lnovita t 11acJr water that falls 

•th 1 u:n drop 

Irulu:c cold 

flower bud 

flower bloom 

flower 

i:mututt:)ralakant oya standing on this 

i:mulu egg 

rising tide 

falling tide 

cnno water 

1:r wave 

i:jilu cold thing 

lowest tide 

i:jilikmo tiny one 

Eluru flame 

bell 
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Eka:e\1 sprouting seeds 

ert:J:I)tutke thorn in branch 

era:t wing of bird 

Erka:ra tiny 

EbuSuSe woman 

Etto:p cover 

Ettay blood 

Ecco:wbe built house 

Ecca: Sa:n:J old man 

ep~k lungs 

Etc ow fruit of tree 

Etk:Jwbo bark of trees 

ei)m:Jcom scratching 

ere:IJt:JIJetalota putting hand into the shirt 

e:cot:Jy skull bone 

e:toe bone 

cy vomit 

cwo:re cut 

8rJne coral flower 

cmcycca: liver 

ct11a:rJ male 

cttaylc:p ovary 
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sttaycow 

::>r::>k::>raptoe 

::> bilik 11ut]lio 

;:):cao 

::>biricc::>o 

::,ra 

;:)kanyakom' 

;:)ka:nterr:Jkom' 

::>ra:tubulu 

::>ra:mbino 

::> ka: mimirep11irako t 

::>f1ienisietgra:nc:::lroi 

::,ka: onokutumul 

:::~buomutulum 

Urmu kuruc 

Ulluk11u 

Uba:b 

ur:J: 

Ullu:y 

Uluwe: 

UluSu 

ututtu:ne 

kidney 

waist bone 

prayer room/temple 

dog 

boat 

wild cat 

plg 

he eats 

rinsing mouth 

lamb 

lying down 

mother gives the food 

slipping 

moving fan in sitting posture 

beating drums 

big house 

cobra 

aeroplane 

an arrow 

whistle 

fountain 

cobra 

sister's husband 
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Utkiye 

Utbuliya: 

Utbeib 

unclujiro:l 

Urc::> 

Ulit:)rac::>r 

Uinok\1:m 

u:ntda:m' 

uju:sgr::>k::>m 

Uca:ya t ::>loktel)um 

U cayatuttgralakan t aya 

Uimututtrralakaono 

ubi:no 

Utumisitakom 

Uile 

Uca:yis::>r::> 

ukhd£:tmu:sit::> 

Ucaybi:li 

uk11idireg::>r 

ui:nute:n 

ul:nukabere:l) 

Ujuluci:r 

Ujuludbi:n 

pour out 

feast 

wooden plank 

shivering 

net 

shower 

drinks water 

calling 

smg a song 

listens to you 

stands at the top 

sitting upon that 

sleeps 

getting up from bed 

shirt 

grinding something 

grinding flour 

cutting something 

scratching coconut 

takes water 

fill water 

wash clothes 

rinse clothes 
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uti:rb£1 

Unosi:r 

U caytajiratcittJ 

ut'untiretbecikabor 

ut'u:mbecirakE:t 

Uerkuluphu 

Usumulcaytarckho 

_U sumuttacaytalle 

uQ.iletmora: fulirni 

Ulille 

utu:nt'1iritalille 

uQ.ile:tmutkatrat hul 

uQ.ile: t morabat1\rni 

uQ.ile:tmoek 

Uetajugum 

uQ.ile:tmukabora 

Uektertubm 

Uiktirsirtatayratirikom 

UjuroyatJ' 

Uitlik~kam 

Uiulutakat'u:m 

clean utensils 

brooming 

clean the house 

grinding spice 

combing children's hair 

combing his hair 

putting utensils in the oven 

keeping some thing on the top 

bring something down from top 

playing with the ball 

swmgmg 

swinging her children 

kicking the ball with leg 

kicking the ball with hand 

catching the ball 

flying something 

throw big ball 

shooting arrow 

catch to kill 

she dances 

make 

digging the hole 

sowing the seeds 
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ut:J:I]leuramet 1'um 

ut 11i:tberel]gm 

Ueraluk1um 

olo:I]a 

Ottek:Jkusire 

Otca:me 

Otka:tta 

o t :JI]geralott:Jm 

Okophatgm 

Omgt:Jk:Jm 

opo:tap11ol]ekayekho 

opo:kathoke 

o:pr:J 

o:kra 

:Jr01a:ra 

:Jr:J:n:J 

:Jtk:Jm:J 

:JD:ne 

:)fO 

:JCO 

:Jtk:Jm:J 

putting soil between the trees 

pouring water 

measunng 

light 

remove 

arrest 

short 

uprooting trees 

pulling the bow 

swims 

door opens at the top. 

shuts the door 

sneezes 

window 

type offish 

type of flower 

a sea snake 

lungs 

coral 

flower 

axe 

net 

lungs 
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spits 

mommg 

J:rsu:bi black sea snake 

J:m tree 

a:le light 

a:t fire 

a:ttsrmol match box/match stick 

a:tluru fire 

· a:tlip smoke 

a:tcerep axe 

a:tclo:p fire wood chips 

a:t tara:bi:t te fire place 

banana fruit 

banana tree 

a:tta:co bundle of woods 

a:tta:cotuntJpb one bundle of woods 

a: t ta: cotatirbui two bundle of woods 

a: t tgrculueratesi putting utensils on the oven 
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